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President discusses '60s,
his college days and UPS
6

•

Underground Jazz

By Aimee Rawlins

Managing Editor
He grew up in New Jersey, surfing off the coast and listening to
Bruce Springsteen and the E Street Band play at the Stone Pony
before they made it big. He likes coffee ice cream, Francis Ford
Copolla and would take time out of his frighteningly busy schedule
to catch "The Sopranos."
Except for the E Street Band bit, University of Puget Sound
President Ron Thomas sounds like he could be any UPS student.
With a deep admiration for Springsteen, Bob Dylan and Miles Davis,
Thomas has an admittedly eclectic taste for music.
He also has a Ph.D. in American Literature and a deep admiration
for
the students of UPS.
I
He came to UPS from Trinity College, a small liberal arts school
in Hartford, Conn., where he taught English for eight years and was
the vice president and chief of staff for three years. In 2001-2002, he
served as the Interim President.
The move to Tacoma marks Thomas' first time living on the West
Coast, although his wife, Mary, was born and grew up in Seattle.
6 Thomas acknowledges the very different attitudes that exist on the
two coasts, attitudes that, in many cases, tend to subscribe to the
stereotypes that they are known for.
"While these are all vast generalizations, I think people are more
laid back here, nicer. There's a kind of confidence that people have in
themselves ... A sense of self-sufficiency, which I think has something to do with being on the edge, on the 'frontier,' Thomas said.
There is a sort of naturalness and thoughtfulness out here that are
different from the intensity and driven character of the East Coast."
However, in comparing Trinity to UPS, Thomas believes that the
similarities far outweigh the differences, which has aided him in
adapting to UPS. Both are small with roughly the same physical
size, they have comparable missions and goals and both are committed "to the power of the liberal arts as a form of education."
Thomas attended the conservative Wheaton College in suburban
Chicago in the late 1960s. The combination of this atmosphere with
that of Chicago — a hotbed of political activism at the time — made
for what he described as a "very dynamic environment."
"The time was very exciting, provocative, in some ways disturbing because of the Vietnam War, student unrest, the youth revolution
... It was a fabulous time to be in college because there was a great
deal going on in the city ... I got involved with Jesse Jackson's
Operation Breadbasket and other civil rights operations ... I can't
say that I had a lot of fun during my college years but I still really
enjoyed it because it was so intense and provocative," Thomas said.
Thomas sees today's youth culture as being more difficult to characterize than that in the '60s. He views today's culture as being
exposed to multiple factors that create a more diverse generation,
rather than the seemingly unified culture of the Vietnam era.
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UNDERGROUND JAZZ TAKES THE STAGE—Members of the Underground Jazz a cappella group,

from left to right, Andrew Miller, Jared Flood and Jared Williams peformed for one of their favorite diddies
at Schneebeck Concert Hall Tuesday, Nov 11.

Senate projects focus on community
By Phil Londen

News Writer
With each new legislative session of the
Associated Students of the University of Puget
Sound Senate, a new round of students get a chance
to get involved with student government. The twelve
Senators are responsible for allocating funds to student groups, approving institutional policy and
designing and implementing their own projects to
benefit the Puget Sound community.
This year, two Senators, Charm Wrencher and Jess
Wilkerson, have formulated their own projects.
Wrencher's project involves an on-campus leadership conference that would benefit local high school
students. This project appealed to Wrencher because
she is from Lakewood, Wash. and has strong ties to
the local community

"The project is still in the works, but it would basically be a student leadership conference for high
school students," Wrencher said. "They would be
given a chance to view life on campus from an insider's perspective."
The project is too large for only one Senator to
tackle, so fellow ASUPS Senators Scott Mitchell, John
Hines, Quincy Tyson and Laura Anderson have also
gotten on board, assisting in recruiting local students.
The conference will involve student leaders from
seven high schools in Tacoma, two high schools in
Cloverpark and the high school on Vashon Island.
"The project has three main goals," Wrencher
said. "First of all, it is to have fun. Second is to teach
programming skills, which the students can apply to
functions at their own schools. And the third goal is

See SENATE, page 2

Off-campus students deal with crime, TPD and neighbors
By Logan Dancey

News Editor

I
With roughly one-third of the University's students
living off-campus, neighbor relations (whether contentious or amiable) remain a major part of many students' lives.
Recently, the University has attempted to become
more involved in relations between neighbors and offcampus residents. The involvement has taken myriad
forms, from bonding programs like "Sundaes on
Sundays" to the University's hiring of off-duty police officers to patrol the neighborhood.
While noise complaints still exist in the area surrounding UPS, Associate Director for Student Services Yoshiko
Matsui believes students to be a great asset to the North
End community.
"The vast majority of Puget Sound students who live
off-campus are great neighbors. We have over 840 people
who live off-campus and very few of them are cited for
noise disturbance or loud parties," Matsui said.
Parties still exist, however, and invariably noise com-

plaints find their way to Community Relations Officer
Marilyn Bailey or Security Services. The other option for
neighbors is the Tacoma Police Department (TPD). The
University has tried to limit the calls to 9-1-1 by attending
North End Neighborhood Council Meetings and encouraging neighbors to direct their noise complaints to the
University instead of TPD.
The University deals with complaints with a tiered
process: the first complaint means students receive a letter, the second involves a meeting in which students formulate an action plan and the third complaint triggers the
University judicial process and is seen as a violation of the
integrity code.
A call to 9-1-1 is something both Matsui and Tacoma
Police Department North End Community Liaison Eric
Kothstein feel can be avoided.
"I think the biggest thing that I would say to a student
when it comes to forging a good relationship with your
neighbors is that they're far less likely to call the police on
you if you have a good relationship with them," Matsui
said.
Kothstein agrees, and encourages students to "get to

know people." He claims that knowing your neighbors
will not only help students avoid 9-1-1 calls about loud
parties, but also avoid property theft, a common crime in
Tacoma.
"You find a lot of the times [with property crimes] ...
there's typically going to be some witnesses who see people coming and going," Kothstein said. These witnesses
are more likely to report the suspicious activity if they
know the residents of the specific house.
Property crimes remain the most prevalent crime in
the neighborhood surrounding UPS. In the area from
North 21st to 6th Ave. between Proctor and Steele Streets,
reported car break-ins from Oct. 1 through Nov. 4 numbered 20. Thirteen burglaries were reported in the same
area, compared with only five during the same span last
year with approximately a third of the burglaries being
theft from garages. Additionally, six car thefts were
reported Oct. 1 through Nov. 4. The data is only reported
crimes, and does not give any detail as to whether an
arrest occurred.

See OFF-CAMPUS, page 4
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President
However, despite the fact that the times today are significantly different from the '60s, Thomas said that he still
sees aspects of UPS that are analogous with his college
days.
"What strikes me about this campus is the strong sense
of engagement; students are very concerned not to be lost
in "The Bubble" ... I like that sense of resisting being isolated from what is perceived as "reality" he said. "While
there is not the sense of urgency and intensity and historical crisis that was present at that moment (1960s), there is
a strong sense on this campus of the significance of these
days."
During his time on campus so far, Thomas has met with
numerous student, faculty, community and alumni groups
in an effort to understand UPS better, to "get a perspective
from the outside in and from the inside out." So far, he is
learning that there is a "tremendous amount of affection
and devotion to this place ... People don't wish they were
someplace else ... They want to be here, which I think is an
important foundation for a strong community."
He also sees the UPS community as having a significant
impact on the greater Tacoma community, especially at a
time when the city is undergoing dramatic economic and
cultural changes. "People in the community really are
looking for UPS to provide some intellectual, moral and
civic leadership ... (Overall, students') behavior, perform-

Continued from page 1
ance, participation and contributions to this community
are immense," Thomas said. "Our neighbors appreciate
this campus — you see them walking through the campus
with their children and their dogs, attending the events
here ... I think it's important to bear in mind how terrific
our students are and what tremendous contributions they
make to our community."
Thomas acknowledged the vast contributions that his
predecessor made to the UPS community,
"President Pierce understood the value of excellence,
which shows in the tremendous character and quality of
the student body that we have; in the accomplishments of
the students; in the improvements that we have made to
the campus. I would like to see myself continue that tradition of excellence," he said.
He also spoke highly of her efforts to raise the profile of
the University to receive national recognition. "There's
still work to be done on that. Having come here, I knew
about the University of Puget Sound, but I didn't know
how fine a place it was," Thomas said. "I still think we're
one of the best-kept secrets in higher education and we
need to get that word out. I would like to raise our national profile even higher so that the University receives the
recognition and appreciation that it deserves."
He also believes in the value of building relationships,
with students, faculty, alumni and community members,

Senate

something he has begun to do through these various meetings, as well as during weekly "coffee hours" that he holds
in Diversions Café nearly every Monday morning from 810.
"I knew at the very beginning that I wanted to screen
off a few hours a week and refuse to fill them because I
wanted to make sure that I was out in the campus somewhere, where I could meet people, where they wouldn't
have to make an appointment to see me, where they could
just stop in, have a cup of coffee and talk to me," he said.
And for those who worry that he looks too busy, he
assures you that he just brings work "in case no one wants
to talk to me."
In case you're worried there might be little to talk
about, his passions are parallel with many on this campus.
He loves to travel with his wife, citing Italy as his favorite
vacation destination. An avid sports fan, he shares basketball as being his favorite all-around sport, both to participate in and to observe. He also shares his dissapointment that Aaron Sorkin left "The West Wing."
But most of all, he really just respects the student body.
"The students are self-starters, independent, creative,"
he said. "They have an energy, a sense of initiative, a wonderful sense of balance. They really take their lives seriously, but they don't take themselves seriously."
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Senior Aimee Rawlins holds weekly "coffee hours" Monday

Continued from page 1

to enhance their leadership skills."
The project culminates with students' participants witnessing an actual legislative session of ASUPS, which meets every Thursday
at 6 p.m. in the boardroom in the SUB.
Another project in the first stages of development is being initiated by the Off Campus
Senator, Jess Wilkerson.
Wilkerson feels that there is a rift growing
between the local community that resides in
the North End and off-campus UPS students
who rent in the area.
"What I have proposed is to create a forum
where the residents of the North End can
come to meet with students, administrators
and faculty in order to bridge the gap
between students and neighbors," Wilkerson
said.
As of right now, Wilkerson has planned an
initial forum that will take place in late
January or early February of next year.
Wilkerson thinks that by simply opening
up the means for constructive discussion
Greg Groggel/ASUPS Photo Services
SENATORS STRATEGIZE
Alex Bernhardt and Charm Wrencher
between the involved parties, much of the
discuss campus issues at Informal Senate, which meets every Tuesday at
existing conflict will subside.
6 p.m in Murray Boardroom.
"I think that if both sides approach this
issue with mutual respect, the will to comproborhood and use (public) funds more constructively."
mise and an attitude that is willing to meet in the middle,
Junior news writer Phil Londen has serious leaderthen our community will benefit greatly," Wilkerson said.
ship potential, and wishes he could attend the leadership con"And eventually, we could even stop hiring off-duty
ference too.
Tacoma Police Department officers to patrol the neigh-
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Not Ready for
the LSAT?
I'm Steven Klein, LSAT spec
cialist.. Fourteen years and
3000 students later,. I don't
think anyone knows inure
about this test, or how to teach
it. than I do. That's why I still
teach my own classes. That's
why you should call me.
My time week course features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
Mock exams for the reasonable
price of S895.
I can answer any LSAT question - let me prove it. Call now
for a free seminar:
524-4915
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Campus senates advocate
cohesion, communication
By Marisa Liu

News Writer
In a movement to organize the
University of Puget Sound's campus leaders, the Student, Faculty, and Staff Senate
organizations will have members from each
represented on one another's senates.
The senatorial collaboration seeks to
integrate the University's different representative bodies in the hopes of unifying
campus needs, demands, programs and
people.
"I think it's a broader building of the
community on campus. Everybody will
know what everyone else is doing and we
can have open lines of communication."
Jane Brazell, a member of the Staff senate
by-laws committee, said.
"More cohesion between these groups
and a stronger sense of community among
university constituencies (would be the
benefit from the connection of the three
senates) I believe it's important to see this
as progress in that direction," Cathy
Tollefson, Senator and By-laws Committee
Chair, said.
These connective efforts are meaningful
for ASUPS, as the partial fulfillment of its
goals to change the ASUPS constitution, bylaws and financial code to include more
campus community members.
Darrel Frost, President of ASUPS, said,
"The broader idea is not so much to think of
our senate as a student senate. One of the
changes that we made to the [ASUPS] constitution, by-laws and financial code was
change any reference to 'student senate' to
'ASUPS senate.'"
"It seems like a fine distinction but what
we wanted to convey is that we are a group
not just of students and are working not
just for students. We think broadly 'how
can we benefit the campus' and obviously
one of the major constituencies on campus
is the staff," Frost said. "So that connection
would offer that additional perspective. If
we are really trying to bring the campus
together as a community we need to have

that constituency represented."
This connection could benefit the Staff
Senate with broader opportunities for
advocacy among the Faculty and Staff senates. Bruce. Bechtle, Staff Senate Chair,
noted several Staff Senate concerns but
emphasized that increased inter-senate
communication could help the Staff Senate
address these concerns.
"The biggest issue for Staff Senate is to
take care of our fellow staff members. There
are a number of single-income families
among the staff due to the economy and
other issues," Bechtle said. "The most
important item is the communication
between the senates. Staff Senate is trying
to find a direction for itself and consider
what its importance is on campus. The collaboration with the other senates could
help us to define more clearly our role."
The process for increasing Senate collaboration will take several changes to Senate
By-laws. And as Brazell noted, analyzing
by-laws is not difficult but rather "intensive".
"Our committee plans to take the entire
academic year to review the current
bylaws, hold brown bag forums to get staff
feedback, present suggested changes to the
Senate and update the Staff Senate bylaws
to reflect those changes based on consensus
of the entire staff," Tollefson said. "We are
examining each article for its relevance to
the role Staff Senate would like to play on
campus, rather than the role it has played."
Little explanation exists as to why campus Senates have not collaborated as fully
as in previous years. However, many seem
optimistic and excited about the changes.
"We hope the connection will bring better communication and a stronger sense
that all three bodies are vital to the health
and well being of the university," Tollefson
said. "We also hope that by creating representative positions on each senate, we
acknowledge this fact with more fervor"

Sophomore Marisa Liu is a FLIA major who
will be the first to volunteer to copyedit Senate
by-laws.

I
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Voters approve 1-841, repeal
workplace ergonomics rules
By Rachel Hynes

News Writer
"Businesses will leave Washington ...
taking your jobs!"
"[Seattle Mariners catcher] Dan
Wilson won't be allowed to play the
whole game!"
"Carpenters won't work more than
two hours a day!"
These were the battle cries of the
group Workers Against Job Killing Rules
that resounded across the state in the
weeks before the Nov. 4 election.
And Washington State citizens
responded.
In a close vote last Tuesday, Initiative
841 was approved, repealing ergonomics
rules approved in May 2000 and barring
any further consideration without adoption of a uniform federal rule.
The ergonomics rules classified 14
kinds of jobs as being "caution zone"
jobs, most of which involved some kind
of heavy lifting or repetitive motion.
Employers were asked to take steps to
protect and educate employees who do
those jobs and risk bodily injuries.
The State's Department of Labor and
Industry began planning for the rules in
1998. That's when it was found that 30
percent of the annual 50,000 workplace
injuries were due to the job itself, costing
$441 million a year in medical expenses
and wage replacement.
Some labor and other groups did not
approve of the rules and asked the
Department of Labor and Industry to
repeal them. When the Department
refused, the Building Industry
Association emerged. The Building
Industry Association is a group of people
in the business industry united to fight
against what it percieves as too much
government regulation. As a response to
the Department of Labor's refusal, they
filed 1-841 to repeal the rules. A politically charged debate ensued, spurring
campaign spending estimated at more

than $2 million.
Defenders of the ergonomics rules,
including labor unions and Governor
Gary Locke, regarded the rules as common sense worker protection which
would save businesses money in potential lawsuits.
Critics of the rules included the
Boeing Company, Weyerhaeuser and a
veritable "who's who" of Washington
businesses. They contended that eliminating the rules would reduce the cost of
doing business, and that the rules were
unnecessary since many employers regulate worker health already.
That latter sentiment is echoed by
Bruce Bechtle, Director of Dining and
Conference Services at UPS.
He says that Dining Services has welcomed studies by the Occupational
Therapy department and encourages its
cashiers to change finger motion while
working the touch screens — something
they did long before the debate erupted.
What some saw as a barrage of
unclear advertising has caused questions
about the validity of Tuesday's result.
Ron Stone, University of Puget Sound
professor of Occupational Therapy, was
disappointed, but not surprised.
"Proponents of this initiative used
their usual combination of smoke and
mirrors, lies, and exaggerations to obfuscate the issues, Stone said. "Had the
issues been laid bare and presented
without misrepresentations, I do not
believe 1-841 would have had a chance."
The ergonomics rules were not slated
to go into effect until 2005, so it is difficult to tell what the effects, if any, would
have been.
But Marie DeBenedicitis, Academic
Fieldwork Coordinator for the
Occupational Therapy program, is sure
of one thing: "Until workers learn about,
and use, preventive measures in the
workplace, injuries will continue."

Rachel Hynes is an IPE major who hopes
no workplace injuries occur at The Trail.
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Off-campus
The crime students face off-campus, as well as the
complaints about parties, prompted Director of Security
Services Todd Badham and the Dean of Students Kristine
Bartanen to create an off-duty officer program.
"Aside from setting up these channels and providing
the neighbors with a mechanism to call the University
and be heard, we've worked at having a better police
presence in the neighborhoods," Badham said. "The
intention is to assist students as much as anything else."
Badham has heard grumbling from students, however,
who feel their house is put on a list for specific TPD members to monitor, a claim Badham refutes.
"Officers don't use that log to monitor the house and
do a raid and start arresting people ... it's all complaint
driven," Badham said.
A log does exist so that the University can note
411

addresses for UPS's complaint process.
Badham developed the protocol, procedure and scheduling of the off-duty officers.
"They're [the off-duty officers] not out there hiding in
bushes trying to catch people doing stuff bad, they're
only responding to complaints. If there wasn't a problem
or disturbance they wouldn't be there. It's really a complaint-driven program," he said.
The administration is working with off-campus students to educate them on neighborly relations, as well as
disputes with landlords. The goal is to create neighborstudent relations based on understanding, something that
is difficulty to develop with the housing turnover that
students generate.
"Neighbors who have lived in the same homes next to
each other for 10 years, 20 years, already have an under-

.r.1?
Face of the Trail
John "Scooby" Dugan
Assistant Sports Editor
jdugan@ups.edu
WOndering about The Trail?
Who decides what to.print? How
can you leave an anonymous
story idea? What's with the nickname? Is this John guy single?
Oh yeah! E-mail John to find out
the answer to these questions and
many more.

Corrections
'Last week's headline for the story on the blackface incident read, "Professor, BSU
split over blackface issue." However, the views of the students in the story did not
necessarily represent the views of the entire BSU.
The story on freshman cores wrongly attributed a quote to Julie Christoph. The
actual quote was made by a professor who wishes to remain anonymous.
Last week's article about spousal employment pulling professors away from the
university claimed that the Physics department had not hired a visiting professor to
replace a lost faculty member, when in fact they had.

standing of what their tolerances are for each other, but
when you introduce a new person into that situation
those boundaries need to be renegotiated," Matsui said.
The University is also trying to inform students of
their rights as tenants. A website was created to inform
students of certain rights and Nov. 19 will be "Ask A
Lawyer Day," in which lawyers will be present at 3309
North 11th Street to answer questions about legal matters,
including leases, parking fines and noise complaints.
The programs are part of Matsui's attempts to have
off-campus students check in more often.
"You don't have to wait for you to have an emergency
situation to utilize these services," Matsui said. "Come in
any time."

Senior Logan Dancey will, however, hide in bushes
to apprehend people doing bad stuff.
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News Brie
On Friday, Nov. 7, the Communication Studies Department, along with
African American Studies and the Race and Pedagogy program, hosted a colloquium titled: Constructing Communities Through Race, Violence and Resistance:
Lynching Photography and the NAACP's 1935 "Art Commentary on Lynching,"
in Wyatt 109. Speakers included Communication and African American Studies
Professor Dexter Gordon, Communication Professors Susan Owen and James
Jasinski as well as PLU professor Peter Ehrenhaus. The colloquium stemmed
from Owen and Ehrenhaus' research for an upcoming book on lynching photography.
The colloquium intended to educate students on the civil and quasi-religious
element lynching took within the white community of the 19th century. Photos
depicted whites, sometimes children, posing near a hanging black body
Onlookers often came to the lynchings well dressed, an indication that lynchings
played an important role in the white community.
Radio stations and newspapers advertised lynchings and encouraged whites
to attend. Members of the crowd would pose for what Ehrenhaus and Owen
called "trophy photographs." Both Ehrenhaus and Owen feel it is important foi
students to witness the spectacle that lyniching became in the 19th century.
"The contemporary American landscape is haunted by the recurring images
of lynchings," Ehrenhaus said during his speech.
The visual displays included artwork. One piece, "Barbeque: American
Style," showed a naked black man tied to a post and burned as the legs of
anonymous white onlookers stood in the background.
A final piece of artwork displayed pictures of a lynching framed in the center
of a chalkboard. Written on the blackboard were haunting questions, most
notably: "Can I be black and look at this?" Professor Gordon attempted to answer
that question in his closing speech.
"Do I have a defense against the gaze of the dead as they look at me in these
pictures," he said. "Gazing makes me vulnerable, and I don't like it."
— News Staff

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!

JAZZBONES

2803 6th Ave.
Tacoma WA
(253) 396-9169

rUTs
EVERY THURSDAY
NO
COVER
CHARGE!
Monday-Thursday* with valid/current Student ID!
*Excludes Special Events

JAZZBONES BEER TASTING PARTY!
THURSDAY NOVEMBER 20th, 2003 at 6pm!
Taste 8 different beers including Mac n' Jacks Serengetti Wheat, African Amber & Black
Jack Porter along with Deschutes' Mirror Pond Pale Ale, Black Butte Porter, Obsidian
Stout, Jubel Ale & Cascade Golden Ale! The cost is $20 in Advance which includes 8
drink "taster" tokens, appetizers, door prizes & MORE!*

Jazzbones Restaurant & Nightclub weekly schedule of events:
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Ladle College Night!

$2 WELLS (Ladies)
$3 DRAFTS (Ladies)
EVERY TUESDAY
$2,50 PITCHERS
8pm-I opm
Now servingPBR!

For more information
*Fri. Nov. 14th Becki Sue & Her Big Rockin Daddies (Blues) 9:15pm
check us out on the web at:
*Sat. Nov. 15th SPECIAL EVENT: DEBBIE DAVIES (Slide Blues)
www.Jazzbones.corn!
Vicci Martinez Opens 9pm!
MUSICIANS:
*Sun. Nov. 16th ALL AGES: Pearl Django (Gypsy Jazz) 6pm
Acoustic Open Mic
*Mon. Nov. 17th ALL AGES: Acoustic Open Mic 7pm
EVERY Monday!
$2.50 Pitchers, 8pm-10pm
*Tues. Nov. 18th
*Wed. Nov. 19th Guitar Center Pro Jam, Everyone welcome! 8pm
Ladies College Night: Life After Liftoff (Indie Funk/Rock) 9pm
*Thur Nov 20th
*Fri. Nov. 21st Jerry Miller& The Allstars (Rock/Blues) 9:15pm
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Got ski team?
By Kim Racine

Opinions Writer

racine
outta
here

With the freezing weather at
hand, a bundle of you may be
thinking, "Yay! Snow!" If you
haven't noticed a bunch of crazy
ski fanatics around campus, look
again. Of course, there are a lot of you who like to go out there and hit the
slopes on the weekends, but how many of you know that UPS has an
alpine ski team? I bet not that many of you. As a former member of this
ski crew, I would like to try to increase the campus' knowledge about this
speedy group.
The team has existed as a varsity sport since 1986 (as far as my records
I show) and in the past three years the women's force has made it to
nationals. Last year, at the Northwest Conference race, the women placed
a close second behind Albertson's College and the men placed seventh,
giving both squads a chance to race in the Regional Championships in
Steamboat Springs, Colo., where the women finished second again and
the men were forced back into tenth by competing teams from Canada
and Colorado. In sunny Tahoe, Calif. the women ended up ninth overall
(combined giant slalom and slalom) out of a field of nineteen different
NCAA Division III schools. If you look at the U.S. Collegiate Ski
Association webpage, you can find the results of past national races.
You may say, "Well, there are a lot of teams that go unrecognized by
the school." And my response to you is, "Yes, there are. Crew, for example, does very well." Last year the women placed second in the National
Rowing Championships. Perhaps many sports like crew, skiing, crosscountry and golf go unnoticed by the student population because they
aren't spectator friendly, meaning you can't just walk to a race and watch.
If this is true, then find another way to get involved or show your support
because they deserve more credit. Maybe the athletic teams' webpages
could be updated weekly or results could be posted in the SUB. We are all
proud of our soccer, volleyball, tennis, softball, lacrosse, baseball and
swimming troops no matter their results. These varsity athletes have all
performed very well, gone to Nationals and produced All-Americans. But
they are more easily remembered and recognized perhaps because they
are more fan-friendly.
Since the school lost athletic scholarships, the focus has mainly turned
to academics. But the truth is that athletics bring together a group of people in a way that a classroom can't. With the dwindling participation in
certain sports, teams are less recognized even if they perform better than
others. We can't let these athletic groups go on without recognition.
I remember asking professors if I could miss class for a ski race and
they'd say, "We have a ski team?" Or walking around with a competitor's
sweatshirt on and people stare at me like I have a booger hanging out of
my nose. The varsity ski bums are a fun loving group of students. Feel
free to join or just give them a pat on the back to show your support when
the season starts. I hope with this article the unrecognized successful varsity athletics will not go unnoticed any longer.
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After graduation, the only place you'll find senior Kim Racine will be on the
slopes
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To the Editor:
In last week's article "Campus Group
Encourages UPS Students to Give up Nalgene
Bottles," Kyle Roush appears to present both
sides of the animal testing issue. However, his
use of anti-vivisection evidence is often misleading and, in some cases, entirely false.
Most disturbing is Roush's misinterpretation of
the Animal Welfare Act (AWA). He claims that
the act "require[s] the alleviation and elimination of pain in animal subjects." For 95 percent
of animals in laboratories, this statement is blatantly untrue. The AWA specifically excludes
birds, rats, mice, horses, and farm animals from
its definition of 'animal,' thereby rendering its
protection capacity nearly impotent.
Moreover, for the five percent of lab animals
to whom Roush is apparently referring, anesthesia is only used in cases where the vivisector
cannot prove that pain is necessary to the
experiment. The Animal and Plant Health
Inspection Service (APHIS), a division of the
U.S. Department of Agriculture, is responsible
for enforcing what minimal provisions are outlined in the Animal Welfare Act. Unfortunately,
in an oral testimony, APHIS conceded that nearly half of all research facilities are in violation of
the law. Poor enforcement of the act can be
explained by the disparate ratio of only 73
inspectors for the more than 10,000 facilities in
the U.S.
While Roush's statement that "animal testing institutions must establish an [institutional]
animal care and use committee [IACUC)," is
true, it must also be noted that only one member of the committee is required to not be affiliated with the facility, a provision which results
in extreme limitations to the committee's capacity to make educated decisions regarding animal welfare. According the the Physician's
Committee for Responsible Medicine,
"IACUCs are intended to provide a measure of
protection for animals in laboratories.
Unfortunately, experience has shown that many
IACUCs provide inadequate protection.
Examples abound in which the committees
have approved patently inhumane and scientif-

ically
questionable
projects."
Roush also brings to our attention that "'cruelty-free' products are often deceivingly labeled"
and Iclompanies that claim to perform no animal testing will often contract animal experimentation to independent groups or use chemicals already proven safe." Those who are
uncertain about whether a company does or
does not use animal testing may refer to
CaringConsumer.com for a definitive list.
Many companies have found it unnecessary to
engage in animal testing at all levels of production, and offer entirely cruelty products.
Most importantly, Roush offers a shallow
and biased interpretation of alternatives to animal-based research. Regarding one possible
alternative, post-marketing drug surveillance
(PMDS), Roush states, "[Elven the Americans
for Medical Advancement [AFMA], a leading
organization against vivisection, states that
post-marketing drug surveillance is ineffective
because the studies are involuntary and physicians do not regularly report side effects, making data compilation problematic." Had Roush
continued to read beyond the first sentence of
the paragraph from which he is quoting, he
would have discovered that the article is referring to problems that arise from the lack of
required, universalized standards for post-marketing surveillance. In fact, the AFMA would
contend that the diversion of funds to animal
testing inhibits our ability to cultivate this alternative to its full potential. Had Roush continued reading, he would have discovered the
AFMA's true contention: "Were PMDS in place,
it could prevent many disasters. Thalidomide
might have affected a few children, but not
10,000. With overwhelming human data, animal experimenters' inability to reproduce the
drug's ill effect would have been disregarded.
The PMDS methodology would also increase
the odds of finding new uses for old drugs."
Moreover, it is the contention of many medical doctors that animal testing serves only to
confound our understanding of the human
body and the diseases that plague it The physiological differences between humans and nonhuman animals means that misleading data
garnered from animal experimentation haS
repeatedly resulted in human injury and death:
Among the many instances in which animal
research has led scientists astray was early aniSee LETTERS, page 6

Editorial Policy: Columns do not necessarily represent the opinions of The Trail. The Trail encourages all readers to
respond to articles or important issues by writing a letter to the editor. Columns and letters in the Opinions section are
printed at the discretion of the editorial board. The Trail reserves the right to refuse anything that is submitted for publication. Letters must be signed with a full name and phone number, should contain fewer than 300 words, and are due no
later than 5 p.m. on Mondays. Letters may be e-mailed to trail4ups.edu or delivered through the mail to Campus Mailbox
1095.
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Laramie Project raises awareness
By Blaire Notrica

Opinions Writer
I returned to my room Saturday, shaken and moved. I had just seen the UPS
production of "The Laramie Project." It is
the third production of "Laramie" I have
seen. I had seen it previously in Seattle at
the Empty Space Theatre and more recently when HBO produced it for television. It is a very scary play
and still carries the same emotional weight after multiple
viewings.
After attending the Lynching Lecture on Friday, I recalled
the memory of Matthew Shepard on the fencepost. I remember no moving images or sounds because I was locked away at
boarding school, 3000 miles away from my family. Gay, but
not yet out. I wasn't allowed to say it then. Nobody talked
about what happened there. Nobody talked about the hate.
People said that fags deserve to die. Nobody seemed to care.
Instead I could only sneak glances of Time magazine to find
out what happened, knowing it could happen to me. I kept the
secret and grieved alone.
I remember being assaulted and being beaten and denied
food after I came out. I remember the staff at the school saying,
"I heard you were a fag." How they beat me and kept me outside in the cold. I remember my desperation as faculty, staff
and students turned their backs. I remember being called a fag
last year. Nobody had called me a fag in three years until
then. I remember the threats and the taunts. I remember how
everyone remained silent.
The image of Matthew Shepard tied to a fence post scares
me because it could have just as easily been me. This is not
narcissism, this is reality. Laramie, Wyo. could just as easily be
UPS. We could be Jasper, Texas. We are not a bastion of
hatred, but neither is Laramie or Jasper. Hate bubbles up from
our deepest selves.
The production sold out Saturday night. More people
wanted to see it. Yet, I imagine if the show ran for weeks there
would still be people who would not see it. The gambit of
excuses would be tossed around. Everything from "I don't
like that sh*t," to "I'm too busy." It is being too busy that
scares me. Will we be too busy when the next gay man is beaten? Or when the next blackface incident occurs? Will we stop
when we hear "nigger" or "fag"? Do those words even still
affect us? What are we to do then? Even calling someone a fag
is hate. It is not unlike the Matthew Shepard incident. The
things I have heard were not unlike what Matthew Shepard's
killers said. They are in fact the same thing.
We are morally obligated to stand up to hate and bigotry.
Our race or gender does not matter. Who we sleep with does
not matter. Bigotry is the same no matter what the form or
who the target. Hate is around us and if we don't stop it when

L etters continued from page 5

we see it, the very fabric of our communities will be torn apart. We must stand up
ten
to hate when and where we see it. We must
confront the hate in others and in ourdollar
selves. We must be aware of the world we
opinion
inhabit and what we can do to change this
world.
This does not mean all of us should
wave a rainbow flag. But we must be
aware of the world we are a part of. We were not responsible
for the deaths of Matthew Shepard or James Byrd. We did not
actively participate in any lynchings. Yet those events are our
legacy and we must take responsibility for them. It would be
fruitless to list every crime motivated by hate, but I say this:
hate has occurred in our lifetime. Matthew Shepard and James
Byrd died in our lifetime. Hate does not disappear. Like history, it is bound to repeat itself. What will we be doing to see
it does not happen again? Where will we be? In an essay written shortly after Matthew Shepard's death, the playwright
Tony Kushner wrote, "As one civilized person to another:
Matthew Shepard shouldn't have died. We should all burn
with shame." "The Laramie Project" is an unnecessary play,
because Matthew Shepard's death was unnecessary. But it has
become necessary. And for that reason, I burn with shame.

Junior Blaire Notrica's only borders lie around his heart.

research has led scientists astray was
early animal-based cancer research.
Scientists' failure to reproduce smoking
related cancer in rats allowed tobacco companies to mislead the public for years, as
people continued to die from the carcinogenic effects of cigarette smoke. According
to the Presidential Commission on HIV, a
source that is clearly not in support of animal rights, "The lack of appropriate animal
models for HIV related research makes the
application of animal research to humans
uncertain."
Many respected scientists now feel that
in vitro research, human population studies, computer modeling, and other non-animal methodologies would allow us to overcome animal experimentation and the dangers it presents, and that the current use of
animals in experiments serves only to
divert funds from these more effective
alternatives.
We congratulate Kyle on his flood
expertise, but we would challenge him to
save a dog drowning in the river.
—Michelle Brittan & Caiti Hawks
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RDG could use more sex
By Aurea Astro

Opinions Writer

fir

•

Yes, sex loomed on that sultry
Saturday afternoon as I sauntered
past sweaty men and slinky females.
It was time for the first all-RDG
rehearsal and I had been eagerly
awaiting my moment in the spotlight, when I could get
unabashedly seductive amongst a sexy sea of flexing buttocks and undulating hips. While I could not, for these
past four years, go a-pelvic thrusting my way to McIntyre,
I was told the stage was the safe venue for indulging these
sweet serendipities, when the truth could come out and
we could redefine ourselves. I was stoked. The first breakdancing bonanza revealed swanky pelvic suggestions and
subtle love licking between battle partners. The posse
from The Mix2 was tight and tantalizing with their fast
fluctuations and beaded brows, thrusting out their torso
with each successive beat of "How Many Licks Does It
Take." Likewise, Sophisticated Lady's erotic exposé of
scandalous floor crawling definitely makes you want to
touch yourself. Or, in my case, the spicy dame next to me.
The RDG remixes elicit that passion and energy which
incurably accompanies a rhythm and tone designed to
make you feel amorous. Dance is an expression of body
and soul and was made to be sensual.
Unfortunately, a few dances may be tagged as tasteless
taboo according to authorities in the Theatre department,
who have evidently put the slap down on RDG performances in the past, scolding us for selling out to audiences
with, dances which incorporated "too much sex," and
"lacked taste." Ever since then, fear of this potential chiding and vulnerability in being programmed out of using
the concert hall (where the lighting and floor are more
conducive to dancers) has provoked prudish dialogue
consisting of orders such as "tone down the...," "watch
out for...," "don't," "can't," and a similar series of diction
set on destroying art in its finest, freest form.
It perplexes me, especially _within this college atmosphere, that the single and only dance production operates
under the intent of providing our audience members with
a fluffy frolic, rather than a true immersion into the erot-

ic, stimulating and challenging.
RDG's potential to send emotions
wants
through Cloud Nine and beyond cermore
tainly exists, but is pacified by some
unfounded apprehension of the conbooty
servative Old Guard. I'm certainly
not arguing that each and every one
of thirteen dances needs to be performed in nothing but shimmery silicon lubricant (leave
that in the bedroom, baby), but rather that a seductive
scatterplot of sensuality be liberally infused into the performance as a whole to achieve the ultimate goal of exciting audience members. Law of economics: supply follows
demand to maximize productive output. UPS students
want hotness. I want hotness. The students at UPS pay to
see that which frees their libido and sends us all into emotional triumph. If we're going to produce predominantly
for UPS students, we should be aimed at pleasing them.
The rationale of those who have felt it necessary to
moderate certain dances has been that seniors and young
children may attend. Hey, old people are the ones most
likely to have been around the block six or seven times,
and this university was not intended to be a G-rated
entertainment force for toddlers. We're an adult community, not a Tyco plastic playground.
This relates to the clubs and organizations on campus
as a whole. The overriding sentiment of most club officers, members and faculty is if it's good enough, there's
no need for improvement. If we continue to putter about,
we're not enriching the campus. Ah yes, the taste of
chalky oatmeal. Think outside the box, of leaving a lasting
impression, a legacy, a mark. Add flair and fantasy to
events that serve not only to enhance the UPS flavor, but
raise the bar for future endeavors. To quote yet another
law of economics, the rewards are proportional to the risk.
What have you got to lose?
Everyone, from the Trail to the Pagan Student Alliance,
from Campus Greens to the Business Leadership
Program, needs to aspire beyond the boring bylaws — get
zesty, get jiggy and most importantly, go a-pelvic thrusting on your way to RDG.

Opinions Writer
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When President Susan Resneck
Pierce officially stepped down this
past July, a collective sigh of relief
could be heard from the campus, the
city and the students and alumni scattered across the country and the world. Susan lingers on
in our hearts and minds.. Today, our dear President
Emeritus gazes lovingly over all who enter Wyatt Hall,
smiling down upon all of us who only knew her as
President Pierce.
When I paraded around campus last Halloween,
dressed resplendently as dear Susan, it was the first time
many students had seen President Pierce. Sadly, it wasn't
the real President Pierce, but a young man masquerading
in a woman's business suit. She is gone now, resting comfortably, I hope, in sunny Florida, geographically the farthest place from Tacoma in the continental United States.
Enter President Ron Thomas, the breath of fresh air in
the city that always smells. Ever since President Thomas
took office, this university and the city have been fundamentally changed for the better. It was a change that
needed to happen. During the reign of Pierce, the university isolated itself from i1 -to city it called home. Students
were isolated from the woman who ran the university and
our lives. Don't get me wrong, Susan was a great business
president, but business is what she did well and it seemed
the student body was not her business.
If there ever was an opposite, it is Ron Thomas. Since
his arrival on campus, President Thomas has gone above
and beyond any expectations I ever had of a university
president. He is a visible force on this campus, unlike SRP
who seemed locked up in her office, staying as far from
students as possible. He shops at the Market Formerly
Known as the Queen Anne Thriftway. He goes to sporting events with his wife. He has hosted, not one, but two
Fireside Dinners this month. He knows many students by
name. Perhaps best of all, President Thomas sits in the
café every Monday morning from 8-10 a.m., to meet with
students, faculty and staff.
Why then are students so hard on the Prez? I attribute
it to post-SRP hatred. This campus was so polarized and
alienated by the Pierce administration, we don't know
what do to when we have a president who cares. It is time
for this campus to get over Susan and embrace President
Thomas as one of our own, just as he has embraced us. I
have been in too many question-and-answer sessions with
Ronnie T. where angry students ask questions that should
have really be directed toward Susan. I am ashamed to
see students selfishly promote their agendas to a man who
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hat new class would
you like the University to
offer?

Senior Aurea Astro wants a dance entitled: "Erotic
Economics."

UPS President is better than you think
By Blaire Notrica

Pulse
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came to Tacoma without a malevolent
agenda. Rather, President Thomas
ten
brought new change and new vision
dollar
to this campus and the surrounding
community.
opinion
UPS must move on and realize the
era of Pierce has come to an end. It is
hard to move on and trust a president
when we have been burned by the previous administration. President Thomas' visibility on campus and his
efforts to be a president for the students cannot go unacknowledged. It was unheard of two years ago to think of
the president attending campus events, but now that
dream is a reality. President Thomas wants to make UPS
better than it is. We are hard on the university sometimes,
and we are even harder on the president's office. Those
days are over. The long winter is over, spring is here and
it is time we come out and play.

Junior Blaire Notrica is making a movie with the preisident.
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Monday Night Football Special

Buy one 16" pizza and get a
FREE 2-liter Coke product*
Thursday-Friends Special

Buy a 12" pizza and get a
FREE bowl of ice cream*
*offers valid only during Monday Night Football game and the
Friends show hour.
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Ted Bundy Class of '69, majors in murder.
By Tyesha Green

Features Writer
There are some things in life that just spook you. It all
started with a crossword in an old issue of The Trail. The
clue was something like "What famous serial killer attended UPS?" A last name, five letters in a vertical row ....being
the Lifetime movie buff that I am, I thought BUNDY would
fit. It did. Ever since I can remember I have heard tidbits
about this strange man who called my hometown home.
My Grandfather and John Bundy (Ted Bundy's step-father)
carpooled together to work at Madigan Hospital. My
Grandma remembers the family being 'nice.' Bundy attended my mother's middle school. They have since boarded up
his locker. Bundy graduated from the High School I attended in ninth grade. You might know it as Wilson High
School, located about six city blocks behind UPS. I then
found out he attended UPS for two semesters. That last tidbit was news to me, and I hate only knowing one part of the
story.
Ted Bundy was born on November 24, 1946 as Theodore
Robert Cowell to a young, unwed mother. In order to avoid
ridicule he was told that his mother was his sister. Bundy
moved to Tacoma with his mother at the age of four. He
resented her for taking him away from his "parents," especially his grandfather, "the only man [Bundy] ever respected" according to Court TV's crimelibrary.com . A year later,
in 1951 Bundy's mother married Johnnie Culpepper Bundy.
Ted assumed his last name but never really felt like his son,
choosing to be alone rather than go fishing or camping with
John (crimelibrary.com).
In school Ted was shy. At Mason Middle School, located
a little farther down Proctor, past Metropolitan Market, kids
picked on him for being small. It was around this time,
when he was twelve or thirteen that Bundy claims to have
discovered "soft porn" in grocery stores. Only seventeen
hours before he was executed he told an interviewer, "In our
neighborhood, people would dump the garbage. From time
to time, we would come across books of a harder nature —
more graphic. This also included detective magazines, etc.,
and I want to emphasize this. The most damaging kind of
pornography — and I'm talking from
hard, real, personal experience — is that that involves
violence and sexual violence. The wedding of
those two forces — as I
know only too well —
brings about behavior that is too terrible to describe,"
Bundy pinpoints
pornography
as an
influence
that

from Wilson in 1965. As a freshman, he attended UPS for
two semesters. He earned money as a busboy. Bundy transferred to the University of Washington after freshman year.
He began a relationship with a young socialite in the spring
of 1967. You know the story; he liked her more than ship
favored him. She broke, up with him and he was devastated. Around this same time, in 1969, Bundy learned that his
"older sister" was really his Mother. His relationship with
her didn't change much but he became nasty and surly
toward John Bundy. During his high school and college
years many believed him to be a liar, peeping tom and petty
thief.
Marilyn Bardsley, Crime Library's serial killer expert,
studied the case. She concluded that "Ted's psychopathic
nature was being revealed, but most of the people that witnessed it did not realize what they were experiencing.
Stealing without any sense of guilt and, in fact, a sense of
entitlement is a common trait in a psychopath. Also, psychopaths get a thrill from the excitement and danger that
stealing and shoplifting presents to them. Ted's dishonesty
evolved from stealing small things in work and school situations to shoplifting and burglarizing homes for televisions
and other items of value."
He started out stalking Linda Healy, a psychology major
at UW, who very much resembled Stephanie Brooks, the
girl who had broken his heart. He began his "official" crim s
inal career when he raped and murdered Healy in 1972. No
one knows how many women Bundy really killed, he confessed to thirty murders but once claimed thirty-seven in
Washington, Oregon, Utah, Idaho, Colorado and Florida.
Bundy would pretend to need a woman's help, sometimes wearing a sling or cast. That's how he would lure
them to his car (a VW bug) and then attack them. He was
a necrophiliac, going back to his makeshift graves and putting makeup on the corpses or washing their hair. He confessed to having four skulls in his possession at one time.
After defending himself in court and appealing verdicts
numerous times, Bundy was finally sentenced to death by
electrocution on Jan. 1, 1989. He was executed in Florida.
The more books and movies that come out, the more
Bundy's celebrity status grows. I can't count the number of
web rings and discussion threads about the man. Why does
crime fascinate us so much? "CSI," "CSI: Miami," "Law and
Order," "Law and Order: SVU," "Law and Order: Criminal
Intent," "NYPD Blue," there are too many crime shows to
count. For me, trying to find the truth about this gruesome
side of humanity is all about wanting to know where evil
comes from. It was almost desperate, what I had to know:
if Ted Bundy's mother and sister still worked in Dining and
Conference Services (Mrs. Bundy retired), who on campus
remembered them (quite a few), and what they were like
(nice). I had to know if what Bundy claimed was true when
he said, "I was a normal person. I had good friends. I led a
normal life, except for this one, small but very potent and*
destructive segment that I kept very secret and close to
myself. Those of us who have been so influenced by violence in the media, particularly pornographic violence, are
not some kind of inherent monsters. We are your sons and
husbands. We grew up in regular families."
About a week after my investigation I wondered if it
was crazy that I was spending time looking up information and asking questions
tion
about a horrible criminal.
My friend, who still enjoys
jumping out at me from
behind doorways and
yelling "Watch out, it's Ted
Bundy," took the liberty ot,
analyzing me. She told mew
that it would be weird if I
hadn't been scared out of my
mind. So I guess as long as
psychopaths like Bundy
keep frightening us, we can
keep them separate from
society.
So there you have it, the
whole story as I know it, just
as promised. Are you scared
yet?

•
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spurred his homicidal rage.
In 1961, nine year old Anne Marie Burr had a crush on
her 14 year old paperboy Ted. Burr had a crush on Bundy.
On Sept. 20, 1999, Ted Bundy's mother held a news conference, stating that her son didn't commit his first murder at
age 14. "I resent the fact that everybody in Tacoma thinks
just because he lived in Tacoma he did that one too, way
back when he was 14," his mother Louise Bundy said.
However, the Burrs and several investigators believe young
Bundy stole Ann Burr from her bed on Aug. 31, 1961, and
killed her. Bundy denied involvement in Ann's death up
until his execution in Florida in 1989. In 1986, he wrote to
the Burrs, saying, "I do not know what happened to your
daughter Ann Marie. I had nothing to do with her disappearance. You said she disappeared Aug. 31, 1961. At the
time I was a normal 14-year-old boy. I did not wander the
streets late at night. I did not steal cars. I had absolutely no
desire to harm anyone. I was just an average kid."
Crimelibrary.com continues to state that at Wilson High,
Bundy remained shy, but was considered "well dressed and
considerably well mannered." Schoolmates who were later
interviewed didn't remember him dating; he was more
interested in politics and skiing.
Bundy was smart, he maintained a high grade
point average
throughout
his school years.
He graduated
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"The Simpsons":
From Springfield, Oregon?

Features

Tacoma Police Report:
The legend of the hatchet
By Justine Bowen-Jones
Features Writer
Throughout the years traditions have come and gone on the UPS
campus, but none have been as infamous as the legendary hatchet.
Found in a barn
near the original
downtown campus in

"

di

By Sam Hardy and Sam Richardson

1908, the 5 1/2"

Features Writers

by 3 1/3" hatchet

If one were to try and locate one Homer Simpson, where would they look?
Some have said that the city of Springfield, the town where "The Simpsons
Live," does not exist. However, various pieces of evidence indicate that there is
an actual Springfield, USA. To locate this seemingly elusive place, one must
analyze the striking evidence nestled within the cartoon itself. Upon viewing
the evidence, however, a rather perplexing rumor has surfaced over the last few
years: Springfield is based upon Portland, Ore.
Certain unassuming aspects of the television show all seem to revolve
around one specific man, the shows' creator, Matt Groening. His upbringing in
the affluent West Hills of Portland, Ore. seems to be reflected in many of the
shows' plotlines and characters and one might surmise that Springfield is either
sa specific reference to Portland, or an amalgamation of the most outstanding
people and places of Oregon within Groening's mind.
Various clues are embedded in the series, which point out key similarities
between Oregon and the fictitious Springfield. Many of the references found in
the show come from the various streets located around Portland, including
Quimby Avenue (Mayor Quimby), Flanders Avenue (Ned Flanders), and North
Van Houten Avenue (Milhouse Van Houten). The closest ties to Oregon, however, are the landmarks. Both Portland and Springfield feature a polluted river,
a nearby gorge, and a nuclear power plant. Some characters were even taken
directly from his experience in Portland. Mrs. Hoover (Bart's teacher) was also
Groening's first grade teacher. The uncouth yet beloved Krusty the Clown
character is based on a mixture of popular Oregon Public Broadcasting's
"Ramblin' Rod" and "Rusty Nails," a television clown from his childhood.
In the episode entitled "Bart the Daredevil," Bart Simpson attempts to jump
the Springfield Gorge on his skateboard. Due to the somewhat uncommon
nature of the geographical oddity that is a gorge, the allusion to the Columbia
River Gorge becomes apparent. The Trojan Nuclear Power Plant located outside of Portland in Prescott, Ore. also points toward the validity of the theory.
Whether the Springfield in "The Simpsons" is meant to be a literal translation of Portland, Ore. remains doubtful, however fans from the Northwest can
rest assured: the globally renown show wouldn't be the same without its
Northwest roots.

is the most
revered icon at
UPS. The hatchet
is a reminder of
history, covered
in class years
etched in gold
along both sides
of the blade and
down the handle.
"The

hatchet

represents

all

the students; it
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EVIDENCE!

—

Despite the installation of a new,

alarmed security system, the hatchet was stolen in 2001.

represents mystery, fun, history and it is the crown jewel of the school,"
Sharon Babcock, Director of Alumni Programs, said.
For nearly a century the hatchet was at the center of school
spirit. Every year the senior class would hide the hatchet somewhere on campus and if the junior class found it they could etch
their class year on it.
"Although there were never any written rules around the hatchet, the hatchet had to be shown twice a semester and had to be
hidden somewhere on campus, " Babcock said. "For a long time it
was the focus of the campus.
Throughout the decades the hatchet has been stashed in books
in the library and hung from the ceiling of Kilworth Chapel
In 1965 the University banned the hatchet because it was con-

Oregon References in "The Simpsons":

sidered dangerous. Later that year the hatchet was stolen and

Montgomery Burns: His name is taken from Montgomery Park in Portland

not returned until 1988.

and the town of Burns.
Characters with street names: Quimby Ave, Flanders Ave, North Van Houten

•

•

In 1990 the tradition came to a halt when someone stole the

avenue, Southwest
Terwilliger Avenue, and
Kearney Street each correspond to Simpson's characters; Mayor Joe Quimby,
neighbor Ned Flanders, Bart's
friend Milhouse Van Houten,
homicidal Sideshow Bob
Terwilliger, and the bully
Kearney, respectively.
Teacher Mrs. Hoover. Comes
directly from Matt Groening's
first grade teacher.

Assistant as well as a 1993 graduate, said. "No one has heard

The "nuclear power plant":

ilar tradition was formed with a log found on campus. Despite

Homer Simpson's job at the
power plant was inspired by
the currently deconunissioned Trojan power plant,
which sits just north of
Portland.

the effort of student planners, the adopted tradition could not

hatchet for 10 years. After an effort to find the original
hatchet in 1998, a substitute hatchet was presented to the
school.
"The hatchet at that point became more of an individual thing
rather than class thing, " Ed Snyder, the Alumni Programs
anything about it for awhile which takes it back the individual
level."
In 2000 the original hatchet was returned to the school anonymously through the mail. In order to protect the hatchet, a sim-

replace the original one and eventually died out.
"In light of its return, the school rebuilt the case [originally in Jones Hall] in Wheelock Student Center," Babcock said.
The case was broken into again in 2001 again. The hatchet was

Ainsworth
Elementary
School: The wealthy public

last seen during spring finals, 2002.
Photo courtesy google.com

grade school from the West
SAY CHEESE! "The Simpsons" pause from
Hills of Portland which their busy filming schedule to pose for a family
Greening attended. It strong- portrait.
ly resembles Bart and Lisa's
Springfield elementary school from the front.
Teacher Edna Krabapple: Based on "Mrs. Crabtree" from the little Rascals, a
movie shot in the beach town of Astoria, Oregon.
Krusty the Clown: Has been rumored to be a mixture of popular Oregon
Public Braodcasting's "Ramblin' Rod" and "Rusty Nails," a television clown
from his childhood.
The Springfield Gorge: A reference to the Columbia River Gorge.
Springfield River. Suffers from pollution problems similar to those in the
Willamette River.
',Both Sam and Sam hail from Portland (Springfield), OR.

The case was rebuilt with lighting and a mirror

—

in order to display both sides of the icon, but
remains empty.
"It has more power for a single item than
any other. So many people have been
involved in it's legend and it holds a sentimental value," Babcock said. "It is a part
of our history and it would nice to have it back
so everybody can see it."
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RDG breaks new ground with "Define Yourself"
dancers and audiences alike. RDG has put
together a show that includes the traditional
must-haves: lyrical, hip-hop, break dancing,
modern and jazz. But this year they are adding
more ethnic dances such as an African drum
dance, choreographed by senior Annie James
who, after studying abroad in Africa, brought
back dances with her. There will also be a piece
modeled after STOMP, a semi-martial arts piece
and a dance by senior Kate Law. That dance is
receiving a lot of positive hype; it is being
described as modern, bizarre and creative.
Law's choreography includes dancers suspended by ropes into the dance. As always, there are
going to be flamboyant costumes, incredible.
lighting and songs that will make you want to
get up and dance. Sophomore Michael Bowles
summed up the mentality of the RDG members
Jessica Wilkerson/ASUPS Photo Services
when he said, "RDG is just too much fun.
EVERYBODY DANCE NOW—RDG dancers Kristina Broek, Kelli
Everybody should do RDG at least once."
Kline, Anna Hensen, Annie Terry and Aleisha Smith dance in the
Yet RDG has had its fair share of ups and
last act of RDG to "Sophisticated Lady," choreographed by Annie Terry.
downs. The year started off rocky when the
elected president of RDG, Jemma Lotzer, left for
By Ashley Lauth
an internship in Chicago. This created a sticky situation
A&E Writer
that has become somewhat indefinable at this point. The
officers of RDG essentially all moved up in rank, but
It involves over 150 students and sells Out every fall.
retained their old titles, giving each officer two positions.
It's the performance that conjures the greatest enthusiasm
Yet since they still lacked one officer, it became an unspoin an audience and never ceases to amaze. It's the show
ken understanding that all responsibilities were going to
that everyone talks about, of course: it's Repertory Dance be delegated evenly amongst everyone. But current
Group. This year's theme is "Define Yourself," and that's President Annie Terry, a senior, comments that this
what RDG has been doing quite a bit of this fall. Many of arrangement has led to the strongest executive board she's
the dancers and choreographers have found new meaning seen in the seven semesters she's been participating in
and passion in RDG. (Not to mention that RDG has a new RDG. It's contributed to the smoothness of this year's
advisor, Dr. Thomas Schillar of the Business and RDG which was originally not expected.
Leadership Program', to assist and facilitate in the achieveThe new advisor for RDG has also contributed to the
ment of a clearer vision.) It sounds like RDG will have the efficiency and magnitude of the group. Dr. Schillar has
best performance it's produced in a long time. With deep- reportedly been an invaluable help to RDG. Students said
er commitment and greater imagination, RDG should that he has provided unlimited support and encourageastound audiences with its fall performance.
ment for RDG. Schillar has been present at the tryouts,
Like always, RDG is going to display a plethora of and at every major rehearsal, has gone to every meeting,
dancing styles and talents. Except this fall it's going to be
taken pictures at the rehearsals and volunteered his
bigger and better than ever. The demand for RDG has gotBusiness Leadership Program students to do the RDG
ten so great that the group had to have Choreographer accounting and improve its books. He has been a wonauditions this fall. The group aims to have a diverse line- derful faculty liaison and general supporter, especially
up, one that will be able to accommodate all skill levels.
since RDG is not funded by ASUPS but completely stuThat is one of the premises of RDG; no matter your skill,
dent run. As many of the officers have stated, Schillar is
you are guaranteed a dance.
an advisor that wants to be involved and help RDG
This sense of acceptance that RDG and its choreograchange for the better.
phers foster results in a high retention rate of participants,
With all of the positive changes that have occurred this
particularly this year. The learning and growing process semester, it's sad to consider that RDG might have only
experienced by all dancers, particularly newcomers, conone performance in the spring. As opposed to the fall,
tributes to the aptly named theme of "Define Yourself:"
RDG performs in the Fieldhouse in the spring due to
As Vice President senior Nicole Vasquez stated, "It's about booking conflicts in the Norton Clapp Theatre. Yet further
the definition of dance; how it defines dancer's lives. It's booking conflicts in the Fieldhouse have provoked quesabout the definition of RDG and sharing that with UPS
tions about whether RDG needs more than one night of
student and how that gives definition to the dancers and performance. "After four months of rehearsal and blood,
makes the process rewarding."
sweat and tears, one night isn't enough," Terry said.
This fall's performance is going to be rewarding for Obviously. Terry wonders if RDG is growing too big for

Short And Sweet, Noonies Showcase Talent
By Darcy Scott

A&E Writer
The University of Puget Sound's School of Music is
trying something new this semester. In an attempt to
encourage support for student performers and to
increase interest in the musical arts, Keith Ward, the
Director of the School of Music, is presenting "Noonies
on Tour."
Noonies have been happening every Tuesday at noon
for years. It is a chance for students to perform their
pieces in a mini recital in collaboration with fellow musician. A problem in the past has been that no one knows
about Noonies and the audience has been notoriously
sparse. This is a shame because Noonies are a unique
type of concert; they are short and feature many different
types of music, instruments and performers.
Therefore, to increase interest in these recitals, starting
next Tuesday, the Noonies are going on tour. The Nov. 18
Noonie will be held in Trimble Forum and Dec. 2 will be
in Kilworth Chapel. On Dec. 2, along with the other performers, two organists will be featured. The chapel location makes this possible because the concert hall is not
equipped for organ music, and it will be exciting to see
student performers who have previously not been able to
play in Noonies. The rest of the Noonies for the semester will still be in Schneebeck Concert Hall, but the Music
Department hopes that just by the two Noonies at different locations around campus, fellow UPS students will
remember to mark their calendars for Tuesday noon
recitals.
In addition to Noonies, the Music Building will be
busy this week with two concerts this weekend. Tonight
the University String Orchestra will be performing at

7:30 p.m. This orchestra represents the elite of the
strings that also play in the University Symphony
Orchestra. This smaller group will be performing two
pieces: Grieg's Holberg Suite, and Dvorak's Notturno.
The two pieces complement each other nicely. The
Grieg is an exciting and beautiful piece presented in
five movements, and highlights the different sounds of
the orchestra. The Notturno is a rarely performed, yet
magical piece that focuses on tonality. Soloists for the
Grieg will be Bina Peters, Justin Genziano, Esther
Morgan-Ellis and Laura Hannah.
On Saturday Nov. 15, there will be the annual
Student Chamber Music Recital. This concert will feature small student groups that have been rehearsing
all semester. At this recital, works by Beethoven,
Glinka, Shumann and Debussy will be heard. It will
be a wonderful evening of chamber music representing a wide variety of music and many of UPS's musical talents.
The Music Department has been exceptionally
strong this semester with a continual string of concerts, recitals and master classes. Each year the fine
arts at UPS regularly impress crowds with the professional quality of each performance. The groups on
campus are a testament to the wonderful direction and
coaching provided by the UPS staff and the talent of
the musicians.
Just being a Logger connects everyone to a wonderful music program that everyone should take
advantage of before graduation. With the number of
concerts and recitals occurring each month, we hope to
see many people attending.

Darcy Scott is a violist in the University Symphony and
String Orchestra.

UPS, but unfortunately, anything off-campus would simply be too inconvenient.
There are better attitudes in RDG all around. Terry
explained her excitement for the show: "there's a time
when you're in the wing, before the lights come up, and
you have this feeling of incredible nervousness and all you
can think is 'Oh my god, I have to go to the bathroom!' I
live for that moment. It's great to see other people feel
that, especially others who haven't had lots of dance experience. They grew in leaps and bounds, put in a lot of
commitment and deserve more credit than they receive."
The dancers all speak highly of RDG saying that it's the
only thing that keeps them motivated and sane.
Sophomore Matt Elm says that RDG is encouraging
because it "gets respect from the UPS students and community." Indeed, the campus eats it up, as seen by how
every performance is sold out year after year. Junior
Maureen McGee remarked on RDG: "I've gotten to see
people who would've never danced otherwise. I've seen
them learn, go through the process, and progress even
though they're completely out of their element. I've seen
them become great performers. This is my fourth semester doing RDG and it's the best one yet."
The level of professionalism exhibited by RDG this fall
is sure to impress. In addition to all the scantily clad
dancers and their gyrating hips, one can't help but look
forward to the show. Get ready to scream because the
excitement is building and the anticipation is crushing.
RDG is surely going to blow you away.

•
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0

•
0

Ashley Lauth was a part of the Fall '02 RDG performance.

S

Jessica Wilkerson/ASUPS Photo Services

DIRTY DANCING—RDG dancers rehearse for a dance

S

choreographed by senior Kate Law. RDG's fall theme is
"Define Yourself" and will be held in Norton Clapp Theatre.

Hunger Kills.
Want to help save lives? Raise your
awareness of hunger by participating
in 2003 Hunger Week events.

November 17-23, 2003
Donate canned food items to local food
shelters (deposit items in ASUPS office)
Hunger Banquet, 11/18 from 5:30-7:30 p.m,
in the Rotunda
Wednesday Night Chapel, 11/19 at 7 p.m.
in the Chapel for special
hunger-related services

S

Fast from 7 p.m. 11/19 to 4 p.m. 11/20
Break-the-fast 11/20 at 4 p.m. in WSC 101
and discuss how hunger affects your life.
Volunteer at food shelters all over Tacoma.
Brought to you by the center for Spirituality
& Justice, ASUPS, and Oxfam America.
Want to contribute to The Trail? Now accepting applications. Email trail@ups.edu

•
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`Matrix Revolutions' ends saga, disappoints
en" — as is the case of the protagonist, Neo. In an effort to balance
such an anomaly, the Matrix creates a virus-like program to counteract the anomaly (Agent Smith).
Normally, in an effort to eradicate
the Matrix of the virus program,
The One (Neo) would choose to
reset the Matrix. "Matrix
Reloaded" shows the turning
point in the story in which Neo
doesn't choose the door to reset
Photo courtesy http://movies.yahoo.com/
the Matrix, but rather the door to
A THOUSAND RAYS OF LIGHT—Neo (Keanu
Trinity: he chooses love. "Matrix
Reeves) finally discovers his fate in the final chapter
Revolutions" picks up the story
of the Matrix trilogy "Matrix Revolutions."
here, with an impending machine
attack on Zion, and the cliffhangBy Tim Baars
er ending of "Reloaded" in which Agent
A&E Writer
Smith is able to escape the Matrix and enter
the ship Neo and Trinity are on, the .
"Everything that has a beginning has an Hammer.
end." This is the tagline producers •are
"Matrix Revolutions" is more an
using to promote the third installation of achievement in production than in storythe Matrix trilogy, the nearly $1 billion dol- telling, building on the stylish aesthetic
lar franchise that has dominated and redethat dominates the first and second films.
fined film for the 21st century.
The amount of detail put into the work is
Unfortunately, for all of the hype given to amazing, with a solid and believable intethe "revolutionary" third film, it leaves the gration of the actors into the CC-laden
audience disappointed and nostalgic for world of the Matrix. In lesser hands, the
the mind blowing effects of the first film.
film might have been a joke — the possi"Matrix Revolutions" is the concluding bility for failure was great.
chapter in the epic saga of the Matrix, a
As can be expected, however, the artists
system of control implemented by have continued their creation of high qualmachines to enslave the human race in ity CG scenes and landscapes, which are
order to at once dominate them and estabtruly breathtaking. Specific to "Matrix
lish a symbiotic relationship between the Revolutions," the machine assault on Zion
two. The Matrix is not perfect, however,
is amazing with the inclusion of beautifuland problems arise when humans "awak- ly rendered APUs. The artists' rendition of

Neo and Trinity's journey to the machine
city is also truly spectacular.
Despite being an achievement in production, the movie is a failure in its treatment of plot and character. It fails to introduce any compelling new characters into
the fray, whereas "Reloaded" had the
twins and Merovingian. Instead, the film
lends substantial time to subplots that are
underdeveloped and fail to invoke a real
connection with the audience.
While the prominence of "Kid," presumably the same "Kid" from "The
Animatrix," is somewhat touching, his
purpose is cliché: the idealistic kid is given
a chance by an older, experienced person in
power, only to overcome odds and prevail;
also, his profession to Neo that "he
believes" before he opens the gate for
Naobi is downright trite.
"Matrix Revolutions" places much
importance on romantic relationships
between characters, which helps to explain
motivations for characters, but fails to
engage the audience. The prominence of
Neo and Trinity's love, while adding
another level to the film, undermines itself
in its tacky dialogue and poor acting on
Keariu Reeves' part.
At a moment of high drama for his character, Reeves looks not on the brink of
despair, but rather as if he has food poisoning. The subplot involving Link and his
love interest is dominated by their obsession with one another, which again fails to
invoke much response. Meanwhile, the
near constant sexual tension between
Morpheus and Naobi and constant refer-

ences to how things have changed seem
pointless.
The film satisfactorily resolves the plot,
accounting for all major players and problems rooted in the first two films, the resolution disappoints however, lacking the
mind expanding quality that the first film
offered. To the film's credit, the resolution
does differ from what one might expect,
but is far less compelling than many theories discussed in online forums in the days
before its release.
One user theorized that all humans in
the film were actually machines them
selves, and that their plight was based on
the machine's desire to be human, rather
than a symbiotic relationship between the
two. Others were more accurate in their
predictions. Regardless, the final film fails
to truly surprise the audience, to undermine everything we believed to be true, as
the first film did. While it will certainly not
go down in pop culture history as a terrible
series, its chance to redeem the series and
its prospects at overall greatness are altogether lost.
The main problem with the final chapter in the Matrix trilogy is not that the dialogue is dominated by "impenetrable gobbledygook," as suggested by Tacoma News
Tribune writer Soren Andersen, but that it
fails to expand the aesthetic and generic
boundaries defined by the first. Sadly, the
concluding chapter of the Matrix trilogy is
simply a product of the original's innovation, effectively imitating the standards
that the original redefined.

Tim Baars is a liar.

Fashionable Television: Twenty-first century sewing circles
By Scott Ordway
A&E Writer and Copy Editor

fi

.

disjointed character sketches and timelessly cyclical revolving plots ("That 70s Show"
started in 1978). Or perhaps, to the potenCreeping up in the aftermath of last year's popular
tial dismay of every 19-year-old viewerobsession with the reality dating show is a revived breed laureate, the soap opera has finally made its
of marginally more dramatic, self-important and despite triumphant and emphatic return to vogue
all common morality forbidding it, wildly entertaining TV culture. The geniuses down at the Fox
shows. Yes, I sat down to write a scathing critique of a pop
Broadcasting Company have finally sucvice corrupting the intellectual integrity of our nation's ceeded in their grandest Trojan Horse yet:
viewers, but really didn't care so much upon giving
sneaking all the trademarks of the ludiHBO's "Carnivale" an exploratory viewing. If this so- crous West Coast, sans soundtrack tearcalled (by me) intellectual corruption were this gratifying
jerkers that dominated our fourth grade,
all the time, I'd read "People" and vote to re-elect.
two o'clock p.m. 'cause we're home sick
Screened Batman and Robin style with each week's
from school viewing repertoires back into
hour long episode (yes, television is now too complex and our weekly evening rituals.
convoluted to take in half-hour doses) leaving you begNot only have they managed to catch
ging for next week, shows like "Carnivale" or FOX's "The interest, but they have fostered unadulterO.C.," have turned into epic, segmented films, rather than ated and unabashed obsession amongst the
viewing public. "The
O.C."and "Carnivale"
Photo courtesy the-ocorg
both host heated and THE OH SO POPULAR "O.C." Fox struck a chord with "The 0.C.," a
ongoing public discourse soap opera-esque show that has gathered quite the enthusiastic fan club.
by way of their respective on-line message
boards. Of course, viewers of a leave-it- non. References to obscure religious groups are made,
to-FOX-to-actually-make-this show like appeals to higher authority proffered, souls debased
"The O.C." seem to incline naturally before the Fox powers that be. In a society where the
toward topics like "My Really Weird OC leisurely discussion of literature has fallen completely
Daily: 4,45,10, 9:25
SatiSon,12, 2.30, 445,10, 9:25
dream!!!!" and "Marissa fat? The naked from popular habit, a surrogate seems to be rising to take
truth." One of the most replied-to its place. Whether or not any of these shows achieve the
prompts seemed to be, "Who's the long-term success they strive for or go the way of the X hottest, Luke or Ryan?" Naturally, Files and let their appeal get lost in intricacies and conrespondents agree almost unanimously trived avoidances of closure, a new niche is being carved.
This new brand of Alpha-Television is different than its
that Ryan is way hotter. One online
predecessors
it establishes an involved, interactive
user, "God is the Only Person I Worship
viewership
that
takes nothing at face value. A reality is
(TIGER GURL)" summed it up with her
kit)
two cents: "If i had to chose id say ryan established that goes far beyond the scriptwriter's authordefinatly Luke is gay." And thusly rages ial intent or the particular aesthetic contrivances of an
41t, SA, 9,0
overpaid producer. In the online salons driven by comOA:
on the debate.
Sat/So:V.0, 2.:15, CV, S.0, 90
Expecting the online discussion of pulsive viewers, a new literary lexicon is being defined by
"Carnivale" to be similarly gossip ori- high-profile television.
The question is then raised: do epic period shows like
ented, with the simple substitution of
"Carnivale"
serve to bridge the widening gap between
paranormal carries for wayward SoCal
youth, I gave its message board a quick popular and high culture with brilliant aesthetics, mature
perusal. While this was largely exactly yet artful thematic content and the potential for varied
5:00,115 , Slt
2,45, 5A10,135, S:15
what I found, there were also a few interpretation, or -do they simply perpetuate the disparity
SaVSilo:12g,
pockets of resistance to this general by making a quick facsimile of things that have existed for
theme. 'Apparently, there are those treat- centuries in the form of great literature accessible to our
ing this show as a slowly unfolding and instant-gratification culture?
with
t
Who cares? They're damn entertaining and way more
are
highly metaphorical, even allegorical
Tickets
redeeming than reality TV, I don't care if Marissa's fat,
your current student 101.
work of literature.
Embedded amongst the standard bits Luke is gay, or Ben is the antichrist. After all, this is The
of "Did you see so-and-so with his shirt Trail, not "Harpers."
Scott Ordway wants you to go see his band on Friday night
off?" and "I think X was Y's son in a past
at Hell's Kitchen.
life," etc. There are long expository missives explaining the symbolic greater
significance of this weekly phenome—

"nig Station Mont

lite Mown Stain
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Hunger Week provides students
with food for thought

the

Trail

Underground Jazz: Reason #231 for the
average person to feel unaccomplished

By Darcy Scott
A&E Writer
Hunger is a growing problem in our world, and is one of the
major causes of death in poverty stricken countries. The
University of Puget Sound is recognizing this and other social
issues in a continued attempt to become more active in global studies and an attempt to diminish global struggles.
Rallying to educate and lessen the problem of hunger, UPS
presents its second annual Hunger Week Nov. 17-23. Hunger
Week is a collaboration of efforts by the Department of Spirituality
and Justice, ASUPS and Mortar Board. This year's main event will
be Tuesday, Nov. 18. The Hunger Banquet, in which members of
the UPS community will learn more about the facts of world
hunger, have an opportunity to experience it first hand and assist
in world hunger relief.
The Hunger Banquet is a tradition that was started over thirty
years ago by Oxfam America, which is a part of Oxfam
International. Oxfam America's website describes itself as a company "dedicated to finding long-term solutions to poverty, hunger
and social injustice around the world."
In addition, Oxfam is not only determined to solve world
hunger on the surface, but "eliminate the root causes of social and
economic inequities by challenging the structural barriers that foster conflict and human suffering and limit people from gaining the
skills, resources, and power to become self-sufficient."
Although the Hunger Banquet has been occurring for three
decades, this is only its second year at UPS. The first UPS Hunger
Banquet was established by Professor Dexter Gordon's
Communications 484 class: "Communications and Diversity:
Exploring Race, Class and Gender in the Media." One requirement
of the class was the option of developing an aspect of what they
learn, and they decided to put together the Hunger Banquet.
Last year's Banquet was a huge success, and this year it is
expected to be the same. This year's program has been expanded
to recognition of global hunger for an entire week, and by doing
this, UPS hopes to raise continued support in forms of donations
both monetarily and with canned foods as well as increase student
interest in the elimination of world hunger.
The Hunger Banquet is designed to allow attendees to experience first hand the issue of hunger in the world as well as gain
knowledge about the vastly lopsided ratio between the "Haves"
and "Have-Nots."
As students enter the Banquet, they will be given a role-playing
assignment, which represents some aspect or "face" of hunger.
These characterizations will be drawn randomly and will split the
crowd into one of the three hunger-distribution categories. The
majority will be in the lowest category, sitting on the floor with
only rice. The second have a dinner of rice and beans, and the
third, smallest group have a fully catered meal provided by UPS
Dining and Conference Services.
In addition, a short film on hunger and student representatives
will state facts on hunger and interact with students. Junior
Amanda Bevers is spearheading the event and will say a few
words at the beginning of the evening. As a participant last year,
she was moved strongly by the banquet and is excited about running the show this year. "The Hunger Banquet is a way of showing us just how much inequality there is in the world, and how our
decisions affect others and how our lives compare to others,"
Bevers said.
During Hunger Week, students will have the opportunity to
donate canned food, money and even meal points to help alleviate
world hunger. There will be tables set up in the SUB all week for
this purpose and to educate the campus community about hunger
issues and Oxfam America. Mortar Board, a national senior honors society, is helping to sponsor this event and is doing all the
publicity for Hunger Week.
Mortar Board is a 47 member strong organization that focuses
on leadership, community service and academics. Bevers commented that "Mortar Board is sponsoring this event specifically
because we want committed, passionate
people to have the opportunity to fight for
a better world." Some of the speakers at
the Hunger Banquet will also be Mortar
Board representatives.
In addition to the Hunger Banquet,
there will be a hunger-related Wednesday
Night Chapel service in Kilworth and a
fast on Nov. 19. On Thursday Nov. 20, a
special "break the fast" is also planned.
The Hunger Banquet will take place on
Tuesday, Nov. 18 from 5:30-7:30 p.m. in the
Wheelock Student Center Rotunda.
Tickets are $4 and can be purchased from
the Mortar Board members in the SUB during the days prior to the event. There will
also be a canned food collection that
evening, so come prepared for a night of
education, global awareness, and service.
For more information on Hunger Week,
contact the Center for Spirituality and
Justice, or visit www.oxfamamerica.org .

China Bialos/ASUPS Photo Services

A CAPPELLA ACCOLADE Underground Jazz group singers (from left to right) junior Jenni Cole, sopho—

more Katie Gordhamer, senior Solomon Chou, freshman Greg Simon, freshman Cameron Gibson and sophomore Kevin Hupy performed in Tuesday's first performance in the Shneebeck Hall.

By China Bialos

A&E Writer
The solitary figure on stage, a hole at the big toe
of both rainbow-colored socks her feet bore, Jess
Smith raised her microphone to begin her second
solo of the evening, which would become the highlight of the Underground Jazz's performance on
this particular evening. On Nov. 11, the
Underground Jazz ensemble (UJ) held its fall concert of 2003 — free of charge, open to the public, and
containing seventeen songs that varied from the
standard ("Georgia on My Mind," "A Room
Without Windows") to the peculiar ("Chili Con
Carrie," which forced the audience to consider the
cooking and consumption process of the title's
food) to the mysterious (Christian Amstutz's entertaining rendition of "Ding Dong, the Witch is
Dead," whose title simply remained a question
mark within the performance's thick program). The
evening's song selection also included a limited
number of traditionally romantic songs, including
"Where is Love?" which highlighted soloist Smith's
surprisingly sultry vocals.
While Smith's voice idyllically carried her
through three solos over the concert's endurance,
one of her performances, "Georgia on My Mind,"
helped to display the smooth and soulful R&Besque range of another fantastic UJ singer, junior
Jared Flood. The only member of UJ baring naked
feet while performing, Flood offered two excellent
performances during the concert, the first being an
unfortunately brief solo within the ensemble's version of Minnie Riperton's "Lovin' You." In
"Georgia," Flood's voice meshed perfectly with
both high and low notes sung by Smith, and though
slightly softer in tone than his female complement,
he was able to demonstrate that his voice does in
fact possess a level of depth worth praising. Jared,
I am offering you this sentence as a statement of
praise. Amen.
Though the UJ ensemble as a whole provided an
amazing performance altogether, its weakness, if

any, seemed to lie within UJ Rhythm, whose song
selection included the slightly cluttered "With a
Song in My Heart," as well as an unnaturally jazzy
version of Paul Simon's "Cecilia." While the former's three lead vocalists seemed to lack a bit of
confidence in reaching certain points within their
range — and this is not to say that they did not perform well; in fact, they were quite good, but I am
considering the quality of every soloist featured —
"Cecilia's" odd placement as an ensemble tune was
saved by Kevin Hupy's beautifully controlled voice,
which, despite being extremely soft in pitch, was
very easy on the ears and possessed quite a pleasant
tone.
The UJ Rhythm section was generally of high
quality, though it didn't quite have the same strong
vocal element as its "a cappella" counterpart. UJ "A
cappella," with nearly flawless pieces from start to
finish, did an excellent job of underlining the vocal
abilities of its members. By the end of the evening,
however, both the a cappella and rhythm sections
collaborated for UJ's finale, which included "Old
Friends" and a fantastic version of "Killing Me
Softly" (and yes, the latter did seem to end with a
touch of Lauryn Hill's influence). The evening's
conclusion was beautifully polished with the addition of senior Andrew Miller's vocal percussion,
which had also graced several of the a cappella
group's earlier songs, as well as a seemingly impossible interpretation of Bobby McFerrin's "Thinking
About Your Body."
After approximately an hour and a half of happily observing, I found it unfortunate that
Underground Jazz's fall concert had come to a
close. However, I enjoyed knowing that there were
a slough of students on campus with a shared passion and talent for singing — nearly none of whom
I knew as singers before the evening's event.
Referring back to the praise being put forward to
Jared Flood, I have one word to offer the 2003
Underground Jazz ensemble: Amen.

a

Sophomore China Bialos needs a witness in here.

I

TRAFFIC TICKET DEFENSE
Avoid Costly Fines and Increased
nsurance Premiums
Keep the Citation of Your Driving Rec
Free Consultation, Student Discounts
Will Defend Cases in the TacomaSeattle-Olympia-Peninsula Regions
Defense of Other Dtiving-Related
Offenses (DUI, DWLS etc.)

Darcy Scott is working the Hunger Week
table early in the morning...yawn. Come by
and make a donation!

Office of Michael S. Mace

Call (253) 905-7579
prince I w@yahoo.corn
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Obnoxious student oblivious
to being mocked in class

•

Class bore just doesn't get it
By Lyle Waldwell

Business Whiz and Staff Writer

•

Professor Mike Veseth's IPE 201
class continued as usual this week,
with open mockery of Fran DeWitt —
which went unnoticed by DeWitt
Photo courtesy google com
himself.
ONE OF THEM IS A MORON—
"Today, we'll be covering why You know who he is; unfortunately he's
England is hesitant to enter the E.U.," always in one of your classes.
Veseth said. "Some have postulated
that this is because the British view
the European Union as a lumbering a piece about the E.U.'s failure to
boar with nothing of value to con- complete basic hygiene procedures,
which they say results in widespread
tribute to class discussion."
A student that did not wish to be noxious odors that offend all."
DeWitt twirled his pen around
identified responded, "The Op-Ed
and
looked up at the ceiling for a few
section of the Times this morning had

-

minutes or so, oblivious to the giggles around him.
"I think, and this is really common
sense," he said. "It's pretty obvious ...
I think, well, that the European
Union will never regain the power
the continent had in the Napoleonic
Age, even during his triumphant
return from Elba."
DeWitt, on average, speaks at a
rate of eight words per minute, and
has been known to frequently wipe
his nose on his sleeve during class.
The obnoxious student then proceeded to clip his toenails at his front
row seat while everyone did their
best to think happy thoughts.

•

By Hattie Mullivan

Investigative Reporter

•
•

The liberal arts campus has
always been a haven for fundraising.
But recently one of those supposed
charities has been revealed as a seedy
den of scandal and cheap whores.
The Conspiracy of Hope, currently auditioning for performers, is
nothing more than a cover for money
laundering and a dark but wellorganized prostitution ring. Look
past the talented array of musicians
and comedians and you will find a
veritable how-to guide on entrepeneurial pimping.
The Combat Zone interviewed
ASUPS President and Conspiracy of
Hope creator Darrel Frost about the
rumors. He was very candid.
"Well, yes we used the whole
thing to pad our pockets," Frost said.
"But we also worked really hard to
balance putting on a good show
while servicing the North End community, if you'll pardon the pun,
with good hos."

Cung Fu Corner
by Ninja Tim

Ninja Tim has been punished for referring last
week to the Ninja Turtles as amphibians. His
sentence? To review:
"Brother Bear" (2003)
Perfect example of how any
film without kung-tu, ninjas or
katanas totally blows butt.
Disney, who bought your soul
and sold it to Phil Collins?
INlinia Tim is sick of it all.

Lyle has two classes with DeWitt and
believes this is some sort of punishment.

Conspiracy of Hope actually a Conspiracy
of Embezzlement and Prostitution
Alleged charity drive just a
front for pros and hos

Poonani

If We Were Paid More, We'd Be Funnier

Frost refused to divulge how and out of ten." Indeed, most of the
where he started the illegal prostitu- women interviewed said that their
tion ring, claiming modesty and the pimp had a gentle hand and, in genfifth amendment. Sources indicate eral, good managerial skills.
that Frost was able to "buy" the
For the second annual Conspiracy
ASUPS Presidency with the embez- of Hope benefit, Frost promises
zled money from last spring, which another win-win situation for audihe denies. "You see
this tie? This cost
over a hundred dollars," Frost replied
vehemently. "That's
where the money
went. I didn't need
the money to win the
elections; I just wanted the cash for a little
bling bling in my life.
As for the prostitutes, that's between
me, the girls, and
their tricks."
The prostitutes
Photo courtesy google.com
themselves were not ALL THE PRESIDENT'S WOMEN– Three of Frost's
too hard to track "employees" at the office.
down. After ten minutes of wandering around the cam- ence and organizer: "It's going to be a
pus perimeter, a small group of good time for everyone concerned.
Frost's "Night crew" were spotted. People want to see live musicians
An anonymous pro told The Combat and I want some new ice."
Zone, "Mr. F is okay as a pimp, he
Hattie is eager to help the Conspiracy
don't treat us too bad. I give him six
any way she can.

Crew Team Receives Nike
Sponsorship; Football Team Waiting
to Hear Back from Subway

Harrington's First "Naked Thursday"
in Turn Humiliating, F*cking Scary

Irony Declared Impossible to Kill

KUPS Automation Computer Has
More Listeners than Live DJs

Freshman Picks Up The Trail for
Ouizno's Coupons and the Articles

Touch Football Game Better
Attended Than Actual Football Game

Sophomore Seriously Considers
Stealing Cop Car after Playing
"Grand Theft Auto: Vice City" for
Three Hours

Ivy League Bound
As many know, UPS is taking active steps to qualify for Ivy League status in the
next ten years much like Minnesota's University of St. Thomas did. Here are
some of the Administration's finer points:

•

Throwing out every other unopened application at Admissions so as to appear more
selective.
Changing building names to those found on mailboxes in the Hamptons.
Philosophy professors are to teach Marxism with an air of bemused detachment.
Crew team expected to tie sweaters around their necks when on-campus.
All basketball funding siphoned to new Polo and Fencing teams.
Any ill remarks made about American aristocracy are to be punished with expulsion.
New mascot: The UPS Wasps.
No longer accepting teaching applicants with TCC PhDs.

United States Sneezes, God Blesses

Sub Tray, Jim Beam and Staircase
Make for Unforgettable Weekend

Overnight Host Has Yet to Hook Up
with a Prospective Student

Junior's New iPod Slowly Replacing
Friends

Disclaimer: The Combat Zone is a work of satire and does not reflect the views or opinions of The Trail, its staff, or the administration. Happy 21st Birthday DJ Pancake.. Please send complaints to
trail@ups.edu.
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Heartbreaking loss keeps Loggers winless
By Matt Stevens

Sports Writer

an.

"Nobody likes losing," a dejected Nate Enciso said after
a heartbreaking loss to Eastern Oregon University. In what
was one of their best-played games of the year, UPS was on
the short end of a 43-36 score.
The Loggers started the game slowly, fumbling on their
first play from scrimmage, but quarterback Andy Carlson
hopped on the ball before the Mountaineers could claim it
Nevertheless, the Loggers finished the drive with a three
and out. On the ensuing possession, the Loggers held the
Mountaineers to 0 yards. Enciso and the defensive line
snuffed out a screen pass on third down, dragging down
the Mountaineer tailback behind the line of scrimmage and
energizing the crowd.
The Logger offense fed off the defense and drove down
the field with Carlson opening the drive on a 26-yard
option run. The Loggers twice appeared to be stopped on
fourth downs during the drive, but coach Phil Willenbrock
showed great confidence in his offensive line and went for
it both times. Carlson kept the option behind the powerful
right side of the line for each conversion. He also scored a
touchdown over the right tackle with just 2:57 left in the
first :quarter to make the score 7-0.
The Logger defense kept with the momentum and provided an interception by Ira Potter. The UPS offense turned
the miscue into six points as they drove down the field on
the ground. Rory Lee contributed a 24-yard run that was
started by a great block from his fellow wingback Danny
Hervol. Carlson scored the touchdown on a 21-yarder off
right tackle. Kicker Stefan Hoerschelmann missed the extra
point, though, to keep the score 13-0.
The Mountaineers answered as they got their passing
attack working against the Logger secondary. After UPS
made the score 21-7, the Mountaineers went to the air again.
The Logger corners were unable to keep up with the speed
of EOU's receivers and the Mountaineers took the ball in
with just 1:15 left in the half.
The Logger offense picked up where they had left off,
driving the ball down to the Mountaineer 14. With just 50

seconds left in the half, and facing a fourth and
14, Willenbrock went for it. EOU's defense held
and Puget Sound would later miss the points a
field goal could have given them.
The Loggers opened the second half with
tailback Stephen Graves fumbling inside the
Mountaineer five. Eastern Oregon's ensuing
possession resulted in a diving Enciso interception. Mountaineer QB Scott Jensen finished the
day with four interceptions to go along with his
touchdown and 317 yards on 12 completions.
"I got underneath the receiver as the safety
had (coverage) over the top and just went down
on the ball," Enciso said. "Someone needed to
make a play, and I just happened to be in the
right place."
Unfortunately, Carlson turned the ball over
on an interception of his own. The Mountaineers
soon converted the turnover into seven points to
tie the score at 21 with another touchdown pass.
Greg Grog,gel/ASUPS Photo Services
The next time EOU got the ball, from his own
FOUR STOOGES—Loggers quarterback Andy Carlson eludes the
seven Jensen found receiver Matt Hamlin run- grasp of four Eastern Oregon defenders, on one of his 31 carries for 203
ning a post. Hamlin caught the ball at the 50- yards rushing. Unfortunately, the Loggers still lost the game, 43-36.
yard line and went the entire 93 yards
untouched to put the Mountaineers up 28-21.
just go for the touchdown. They elected to throw to the end
The Loggers tied it up again with a touchdown drive of zone and once again, a corner for UPS was beaten on a fade
their own. This time it was Hervol taking it in from just pattern. EOU went for two to make their lead 43-36.
inside the two-yard line. Hoerschelmann added the extra
Enciso could not be consoled after the game. "We put
point to knot the game at 28.
ourselves in position to win this week, it just didn't hapThe Mountaineers' very next play saw tailback Damien pen," he said. While wallowing in his defeat, Enciso set his
Johnson take the ball around the right end for a 65-yard TD sights on next week's opponent, the PLU Lutes. "It should
run. Puget Sound answered with another Carlson option be a good game, and it would be great to get a win over
keeper, this time from 23 yards out. Willenbrock elected to
there, just to finish out the year," he said.
go for the win and went for two. Carlson threw a beautiful
The Loggers are on the road in Parkland on Nov. 15 at
pass to tight end Joe Gustafson and the Loggers had the 1:00 p.m. as they try to spoil long-time Lute coach Frosty
lead 36-35 with just 1:21 left in the game.
Westering's final gante. The teams are playing the 78th
EOU was not finished though. They used their passing game of the rivalry, with the Lutes having won the past 15
attack to methodically move the ball and get down to the contests. The Loggers lead the all-time series 43-29-5. PLU
UPS 27-yard line. With ten seconds left, EOU was faced defeated Puget Sound 46-0 in last year's game.
with fourth down with no timeouts. They could go for the
Sports Writer Matt Stevens is known by the ladies as a
first down, get out of bounds and try for the field goal or
heartbreaker.

Volleyball ends season with split, says farewells
By Melissa Huggins

Sports Writer
The Loggers managed to upset
Willamette Bearcats last weekend, but
couldn't quite handle the Linfield Wildcats
on their road to the NWC Championship.
Against Willamette, the Loggers had 69
kills and 94 digs in a 3-1 win. "We maintained the rhythm in our offense and
defense, and executed a great game plan,"
coach Mark Massey explained. "It was also
a night where we had some really strong
individual performances," he added.
Senior Megan Apperson contributed 55
assists and Nikki Esposito recorded 20 kills,
while Tera Anderson had 24 digs. Sarah
Bliss, who was selected for the Second Team
All-Conference, also added nine kills.
Game one was a tight contest, each team
within two points until back-to-back aces by
Apperson gave the Loggers a 17-13 lead
that they would not lose. In game two, the
Loggers maintained a lead until the
Bearcats staged a late comeback, taking
their first lead at 28-27, then adding key
kills to hand UPS a 31-29 loss.
Despite jumping out to an early 9-5 lead,
the Loggers had to work hard to stave off
the Bearcats. Willamette eventually managed to build a three point lead, but two
errors left the score tied at 21. UPS responded with back-to-back kills and created a 2522 lead. UPS held onto win the game 30-26.
To clinch the match, the Loggers faced
another challenging game, with 19 ties and

five lead changes. Neither team ever led by
more than two points, except in the final
score of 30-27 UPS.
In their final match of the season, the
Loggers were unable to overcome 16th
ranked Linfield, falling three games to one.
Apperson had 46 assists, while Anderson
led all diggers with 26. Senior Hillary Scott
had 10 kills on the night.
"It was a very tough fought match,"
Massey commented. "Both teams were
playing very hard defensively."
Linfield started out slowly and the
Loggers were able to take advantage, gaining five kills each from Esposito and Scott.
The Loggers built on a 17-15 lead with two
kills by Scott, combined with two Wildcat
hitting errors, which created a 23-19 lead.
Despite three kills by Linfield, the Loggers
pulled ahead behind Esposito's two quick
kills to win, 30-25.
In game two, the opponents traded leads
repeatedly, but with the score tied 14-14,
Linfield made a big push behind five big
kills and went on to prevail 30-21. Trading
points back and forth in game three, neither
team was able to build a lead. Linfield
pushed ahead at the end with four kills and
two critical blocks to a 30-24 win. Despite
UPS charging out to a 12-7 lead in game
four, Linfield was able to edge ahead of
UPS 22-20. However, they then committed a
hitting error, and Linfield finished the
match with a kill, winning 31-29. "We
played toe to toe with them," Massey said.
"I felt like we did a very good job."

SPECIAL EGG DONOR NEEDED

The Loggers end the season with a 7-9
NWC mark and 16-12 overall. Massey is
impressed with his team's efforts this Season. "It would have been really easy for us
to fold midseason," he said, referring to the
injuries which have plagued the team. "I
was pleased to see that we had the mental
presence to pull ourselves together against
the best competition in the conference at the
end of the season."
The Loggers are graduating two seniors
this season: Hillary Scott and Megan
Apperson. Scott ranked third in the conference in serving. "She was pretty much
unstoppable when she was on," Massey
said. Overall, Scott accounted for 64 service

aces and hit 257 kills on the season.
Apperson, who earned an honorable
mention on the NWC All-Conference team,
is a leader on and off the court. "She
squeezed an amazing amount of offense out
of our middle and outside hitters," Massey
explained. "Also, she played through a lot
of pain, especially at the beginning of the
season, and still managed to put some really great performances together."
Despite losing two great players, Massey
is confident about the future. "We definitely
feel like we've got something to build on for
next year," he commented.

"VW
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Sports Writer Melissa Huggins was marinated in A-1 sauce this week.

Engine House No. 9
Restaurant

a

Brewery
Come Visit The Historic E-9
Serving U.P.S. Students & Faculty For 30 Years
Great Food
Burgers & Sandwiches, E-9 Specialties, Pizza, Pasta & Steaks
and of course tasty Appetizers including our "Breasts of Fire"

SUNDAY BREAKFAST 9AM - NOON
DURING NFL SEASON
Our own OKTOBERFEST now on tap from our

Award Winning Brewery
Please help a special couple become parents by
donating your eggs. If you are a healthy woman, 2131, w/ a healthy family history, please consider
becoming their donor. Tall & slender with blue or
green eyes would be a great match, but will consider
all qualified applicants. Thank you in advance for
your consideration. $3500.00 compensation.
206-285-4855. Confidential/Anonymous

a

Monday All you can eat Spaghetti Dinner $4.95
(Chance to win Color TV during Monday Night Football)

Tuesday Taco Night & E-9 Beer Pints $2.50 All Day
Wednesday Quiz Night - win Dog Dollars Redeemable
For Appetizers, Beer, or Pop
Thursday is Ladies Night / Karaoke
Sunday Grande Bloody Marys and Margaritas
(Free Movie & Popcorn Sunday Night)
Year Round DIRECTV Sports Viewing Packages
611 North Pine Street, Tacoma (253) 272-3435

$
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Horned Frogs, MAC knock on BCS' door
By Doug Sprague

Sports Editor

•

•

•

411i

Well it's that time
of year again.
Midterms have come
and gone. The air has
turned brisk. Visions
of stuffing and mashed potatoes dance in
peoples' heads. And the annual BCS controversies are heating up.
Per requirements, a familiar team from
a non-BCS conference has managed to
saunter through its embarrassingly easy
schedule and force the question of whether
teams that do not play in one of the six
power conferences (the Big-10, Big-12, Pac10, SEC, ACC and Big East) deserve one of
the two at large bids into a lucrative BCS
bowl game. Since the BCS started in 1998 it
has survived several major scares — most
notably from Brigham Young in 2001 and
Marshall in 2001 and 2002.
The Cougars were done in on Dec. 8 in
Honolulu when they got throttled 72-45 by
Hawaii after their star running back Luke
Staley went down with an injury. They
then lost to Louisville the following week
and finished 12-2, saving the BCS even
more embarrassment than it suffered by
sending an undeserving Nebraska team to
the national championship game instead of
Oregon. In Marshall's case, the
Thundering Herd fell victim to one of its
conference foes at the end of the season —
Toledo in 2001 and Akron in 2002.
This season's antagonist is Texas
Christian University out of Conference
USA. The Horned Frogs are 9-0 and currently ranked no. six in the BCS — poised
to earn an automatic BCS bid if they win
their final three games. Considering that
TCU is the only undefeated team in the
poll it seems at first glance like they
deserve the bid. Upon further review,

though, their claim to
a bid is as WAC as the
from
conference they used
to play in.
the
First off, TCU
bullpen
plays in Conference
USA with the likes of
AlabamaBirmingham, Army, Memphis and the
always intimidating Houston Cougars.
CUSA may be a tough basketball conference, but its football teams are almost as
pathetic as George Bush's foreign policy.
So of course the Horned Frogs beat these
teams without breaking a sweat, right?
Wrong. They have won four games (three
in CUSA and one against the hapless
Arizona Wildcats) by three points. They
also allowed Houston to put up 55 points,
holding on late to win 62-55. The only
"blowouts" TCU has had were against
Army, Navy and Vanderbilt — teams who
are a combined 7-23.
The Horned Frogs most likely won't
end up with a BCS bid, even if they do
win-out against Cincinnati (5-4), Southern
Mississippi (6-3) and Southern Methodist
(0-10) because their schedule strength —
an important factor in the BCS formula —
is 3.48, better only than Northern Illinois'
4.44.
This brings us to the other big controversy of the season — the defections of
Miami (Fla.), Virginia Tech and Boston
College to the ACC, leaving the Big East to
bring in Cincinnati, Louisville and South
Florida (yes, all CUSA teams) to fill the
void. This begs the question: does the Big
East deserve to keep its automatic bid?
The answer, in short, is no. The Big East
has replaced two of the top programs in
the country (Miami and VA Tech) and a
perennial bowl team (BC) and replaced
them with three teams that are lucky to
even get invited to bowl games. Sure, the

Big East still has Pittsburgh,
Syracuse and West Virginia,
but these are not marquee
programs in football — and
will not be in the near future.
So which conference does
deserve the automatic bid?
There are two contenders, the
Mountain West and the MidAmerica conferences. The former boasts Colorado State —
the perennial league champion and Liberty Bowl winner,
and solid programs in Air
Force, Utah and BYU. Having
grown up in Colorado I have
Photo courtesy google.com
seen how underrated nationGOLDEN FLASH 'N GRAB—MU tailback Michael
ally the teams in this conferTurner (middle) bowls through the Kent State defense.
ence are, especially CSU.
Sonny Lubick has long been
the best coach nobody outside
both .dark horses for the Heisman trophy at
of the Mountain West and Miami (where
the beginning of the season.
he has perpetually been rumored to be
So which conference does deserve the
going since the time he arrived in Fort BCS bid? The Mountain West had a better
Collins) knows about.
record against BCS teams — 5-8 compared
The MAC conference has garnered
to the MAC's 6-21 and the conferences
national attention in recent years thanks
were 1-1 in head-to-head match-ups.
largely to Marshall, but there are several
Despite this, the MAC gets the nod because
schools in the conference that are now it has three ranked teams compared the
making noise nationally, the most notable Mountain West's big fat zero. Also, because
being NIU (no. 21 in the BCS), Bowling the Mid-America has almost twice as many
Green (no. 25) and Miami (OH) at no. 23.
teams as the Mountain West, this lowers
The MAC has taken advantage of the
the chance of a non-BCS team gaining an
increased parity throughout Division I bet- at-large bid and sparking more debate.
ter than any other conference since the
Obviously the BCS is severely flawed —
NCAA reduced the amount of scholarships and will always be so — but since the peothat each program can offer from 95 to 85. ple in charge of Division I football will
This is borne out by the quality of players never allow a playoff to happen, it is the
that have chosen the MAC over the power best option we have. All we can do is to try
conferences. Quarterbacks Ben and make it the best system we can, and
Roethlisberger of Miami (OH) and Josh that means keeping TCU out of the BCS
Harris of Bowling Green and running- this year and bringing the MAC in.
backs Michael Turner of NIU and Anthony
Sports Editor. Doug Sprague really just
Sherrell of Eastern Michigan are just a few
wants to see more Akron Zips games on
examples. Turner and Roethlisberger were
ESPN.

Hey Boss, Berroa deserves it, so shove it!
By Tyler Roush

Editor-in-Chief
George Steinbrenner is hopping
mad again, and this time it has nothing to do with where his beloved
Yankees finished in the playoffs.
Results for Major League Baseball's
Rookie of the Year Award voting were announced Nov. 10,
with Kansas City shortstop Angel Berroa edging out New
York left fielder Hideki Matsui 88-84 in the closest vote
since 1980, when John Castino and Alfredo Griffin tied for
the award.
It seems Mr. Steinbrenner is upset that two voters —
Bill Ballou of the Worcester Telegram & Gazette and Jim
Souhan of the Minneapolis Star Tribune — not only
excluded Matsui from their ballots, but actually had the
gall to question the three-time Japanese League MVP's status as a rookie.
In a statement released Nov. 11, Steinbrenner blasted
Ballou specifically for commenting that Matsui did not
qualify as a rookie "in the spirit of the award":
"Spirit of the award? The award was renamed by the
Baseball Writers' Association to honor Jackie Robinson, its
first recipient. Jackie Robinson came to the Major Leagues
from the Negro Leagues, a league whose high level of play
is unquestioned.
"This year's voting farce, where the appropriate qualifications for the award were blatantly ignored, clearly
demonstrates unfairness to first-year players from Japan.
And that must be stopped."
In a move that shocks even myself, I must admit that
Steinbrenner's point is legitimate. Of course, racism and
segregation didn't keep Matsui out of the Major Leagues;
he happened to be born in a country that produces its own
ballplayers, as opposed to a talent-rich country such as the
Dominican Republic that produces players such as Sammy
Sosa, Pedro Martinez and even Berroa for immediate,
Major League consumption. But Robinson's past experience did -riot prohibit baseball's first black athlete from
winning the Rookie of the Year Award in 1947. The standard should be no different for Matsui.
The debate over his eligibility didn't lose Matsui the
Rookie of the Year Award, however; Berroa deserved top
rookie honors and has the numbers to back it up.
Statistically, Berroa and Matsui had remarkably similar
rookie campaigns. Both batted .287, with Berroa slightly
edging Matsui — a former home run champion in Japan —
in home runs (17 to 16). Matsui hit more doubles (42) than

Berroa (28), but had a slightly lower Award by the All-Star Break, Berroa produced for an
slugging percentage (.435 to .451), emerging team in the quiet Midwest.
infield
Indeed, if there is a surprise in Berroa's victory, it is in
primarily because Berroa had the
fly
edge on Matsui in triples (seven to that he earned enough attention to get as many votes as he
did. It isn't often that the media has the insight to see
one). Their on-base percentages (.353
rule
beyond its darlings. Give the Baseball Writers' Association
for Matsui; .338 for Berroa) were also
of America some credit for getting this one right.
comparable.
Editor-in-Chief Tyler Roush's nickname in little league was
Berroa scored just - 10 more runs
"Angel."
than Matsui, but also scored with much greater frequency.
Having reached base 210 times, Berroa scored 92 runs, for
a "scoring percentage" of 43.8 percent.
Matsui, on the other hand, reached base 245
times, yet scored just 82 runs for a scoring percentage of just 33.4 percent. Berroa's ability to
steal a base — he had 21 in 2003 — made him
a more efficient scorer than Matsui.
While Berroa had a tendency to spark rallies, Matsui proved quite adept at killing
them. The slow-footed Matsui grounded into
25 double plays during the season, secondA 15-month accelerated program
most in the American League. The man hit
Study and internships abroad, Multi-national student body
into five more double plays than John Olerud
Financial aid, grants and scholarships available
(yes, that John Olerud!), which is like having
more porn than the internet.
In fact, the only major statistical category
that Matsui held a substantial edge in was
RBIs, where Matsui's 106 easily outpaced
Berroa's 73. But Matsui batted in a lineup
whose best player was ... who? Alfonso
Soriano? Derek Jeter? Jason Giambi? Jorge
Posada? Bernie Williams? Take your pick. Not
even John Mabry could fail to crack 100 if surrounded by those guys.
SCHOOL OF GLOBAL
Berroa, meanwhile, played for a team
whose best player was clearly Carlos Beltran,
COMMERCE AND MANAGEMENT
whose second-best player, Mike Sweeney, was
Contact us today to sign up for Spring 2004
limited by injuries to just 108 games, and
(509)
777- 4606 or e-mails pnorth@whitworth.edu
whose third-best player might have been
300
W.
Hawthorne
Road, MS 2704..Spokane, WA 99251
Berroa himself. He was part of the nucleus on
wwvv.whitworth.eduirnim
a Royals team that improved upon last season's record by 21 games, moving from 62-100
Sign up for
ening
in 2002 to 83-79 in 2003. Matsui's Yanks,
Sprint"
21104
meanwhile, showed a very slight decline from
last year's record, going 101-61 a year after
finishing 103-58.
And while Matsui played under the spotlights in New York for the most morbidly talented team in the universe and, by some
accounts, had sewn up the Rookie of the Year
AN EDUCATION OF MIND AND HEART
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Another Logger shutout, another Logger championship
By Phil Hawkins

Sports Writer
The UPS women's soccer team won their second consecutive Northwest Conference title last weekend with a 20 win over crosstown rival Pacific Lutheran University.
Senior Perrin Schutz scored the winning goal just five
minutes into the contest and Courtney Kjar helped secure
the win by scoring on a penalty kick in the 32nd minute.
The Loggers finished the year 16-1-1 and set a new
school record for regular season wins. Puget Sound also
managed to keep their home unbeaten streak alive, which
is now up to 41 games. Last Saturday's game was the final
regular season match for four UPS seniors. Schutz,
Catherine Kurz, Emily Bumguardner and Yuri Miyamori
have posted a
63-8-4 record
since joining
the team and
have won
three conference titles
during that
time. Schutz
began the day
by placing an
18-yard shot
over Lutes
keeper Kim
Bosley. Both
Schutz and
Kjar lead the
Logger scoring
attack
with
eight
goals apiece,
Kimron Thomas/ASUPS Photo Services
but the
WILL YOU DANCE WITH ME?—
strongest play
Loggers forward Perrin Schutz (left) tanwas that of
goes with a Lute during UPS' win Nov. 8.

UPS keeper Erin Williams. She stopped four shots
and lowered her goals against average to a mere
0.52 a game while recording the Loggers conference leading 11th shutout of the year. Williams
was awarded the UPS Female Athlete of the Week
and the NWC Defensive Player of the Week for
her performance.
By winning the NWC, the Loggers have
earned themselves an automatic qualifier in the
NCAA Division DI National Tournament for the
third time in four years. Puget Sound will be traveling to Dubuque, Iowa on Nov. 15-17 to compete
against the winner of Wednesday's Chapman vs.
Whittier game in the NCAA West bracket.
The Loggers finished the season by jumping
up to no. 3 in the national polls with their final
win. Because the Loggers have been so dominant
Kimron Thomas/ASUPS Photo Services
I'M SO PRETTY!—Sophomore Cortney Kjar (right) knows that her
over the season, they were seeded second in their
team has been so much better than their competition that she can
bracket and will receive a first round bye. Puget
hardly
contain herself. UPS beat PLU 2-0 on Nov. 8 to seal the NWC
Sound hopes to improve upon their success last
crown and extend their home unbeaten streak to 41 games..
year when they lost in the quarterfinals to Trinity
(TX).
the NWC. The Loggers go into their games looking to limit
"I think we can be pretty successful in the NCAA tourthe shots taken on their goal and dominate the time of posnament. Our conference is a very strong conference in that
session. By doing so, they have been able to make up for
we have a lot of ranked teams so just getting through contheir lack of scoring production, which provides only 2.11
ference is good preparation for the tournament," junior
goals a game.
Tara Wood said.
Puget Sound has been well tested throughout the seaUPS will be the host of the quarterfinals this year and
son
as well. The NWC has secured four of the top five
the Loggers are hoping they will be able to take advantage
spots in the regional rankings. The final spot in the top five
of their home unbeaten streak in the tournament.
is taken by Chapman, who the Loggers beat in their first
"I think that advantage could really help us out a lot.
There's nothing like playing a huge game in front of your home game of the season. "Our preseason was against
good teams that we could face in the tournament, so that
own crowd," Williams said. In order to get that far, Puget
Sound will have to win their first two games in Iowa also helped us prepare," Wood said. "Basically, I think our
team has prepared all year for the tournament and once
before returning to the Northwest.
we get there, we'll have the experience and abilities needIf UPS does well in the tournament, it will be because
of their dominating defensive play. Keepers Williams and ed to get us all the way through"
Sports Writer Phil Hawkins shall henceforth be known as
Amy Quandt have been phenomenal this season and have
Skeletor. Bow down to his awesome red power!
a combined goal against average of 0.49 a game, tops in
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Men's soccer shocked by PLU, loses chance at national playoffs
the NWC, giving them 33 points — one behind Linfield,
who finished with 34 after they came back from 2-0 to
beat Willamette 3-2.
PLU dominated the first half offensively, but in front of
The men's soccer season came to a heartbreaking close
last weekend and PLU played the spoiler. On Saturday, a crowd of 400 people on the East Field, Tyler Niemack
scored the Loggers' only goal at the 25:54 mark, giving
Nov. 8, their playoff hopes were squashed by the visiting
him 17 on the season. Josh Hendrick picked up his 11th
Pacific Lutheran University in a double overtime game
that ended in a 1-1 tie. More importantly, it dropped UPS assist of the season and Jorgan Peadon tallied his first.
The Loggers retained their slim advantage until
out of first place in the Northwest Conference. The
Loggers completed the season 13-3-3 overall and 10-1-3 in Michael Rosenau flicked the ball over UPS goalie Brian
Lawson's head to tie the game in
the 70th minute. The Lutes outshot
the Loggers 14-9.
Despite the one goal, Lawson
had an outstanding game, playing
m......N......FWashin ►t.on's Own Omni -ores amm
e
all 110 minutes while making 4
saves. He finished the season with
an astonishing 0.88 goals against
average.
Don't let the low scoring game
fool you into thinking it was slow
or boring. The 34 total fouls, along
with 2 yellow cards and a red card
issued to the Lutes, made the game
one of the most physical and exciting of the season, and the building
tension throughout the game was
reflected through both the players
and the screaming and heckling
fans.
Hopes to regain the lead faded
towards the end of regulation, and
everybody knew that the rest of the
Loggers' season would be decided
by bonus time soccer. Both teams
had excellent chances in overtime;
more approproately, both teams
blew excellent chances in overtime.
The Loggers got the ball in front of
the PLU goal a couple of times in
the first OT, but could not finish.
There was also a breakaway that
was stopped by the referee on borderline offside calls, and the fans
made sure that their opinion was
heard as they booed loudly.
e with this
Unt4atir
In the second OT, the Lutes had
perhaps the best chance of the
game, when one of their players
booted the ball straight over the
vatsts ar 1, 110:7
s1
"
almost empty Logger net with a lits
tle over a minute remaining. As he
grabbed his head with his hands, he
Make
Ser
Oniirw
Drugsi Your fell to the ground in disappointUniveristy Place Store
ment and shame. The clock wound
Tacoma Store
down and gloomy clouds began to
79t) Brid g eport NV,A∎.
3601 6th A\ ,
By Jeff Swiryn

Sports Writer
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GETTING PERSONAL—UPS midfielder Anthony Fioretti

(right) shields PLU midfielder Justin Stevens from the ball
on Nov. 8. The two teams tied 1-1, ending Puget Sound's
chances at making the playoffs. The Loggers finished in second place, just one point behind Linfield.
form over the field, bearing a sad dose to the season.
"Everyone was on the same page. The ball just wasn't
bouncing our way. It was disappointing," commented
sophomore John Morgan.
Saturday's game was the last game played in a UPS
uniform by seniors Koben Calhoun, Chris Phillips and
captain Justin Hughes. Let's not forget what a great season this was — just have a look at the stats and record
books: after picking up his 11th assist, Josh Hendrick now
has the second most assists in a season for UPS.
Midfielder Anthony Fioretti has the second most career
assists with 25. Brian Lawson co-led the league with 6
shutouts.
UPS was the highest scoring team in the NWC this season, averaging 2.84 goals per game (most in UPS history)
with some help from Tyler Niemack's conference-leading
17 goals (including 7 game winners). The Loggers also
broke the previous UPS record of 52 goals in a season,
(1999) scoring a whopping 54 this season.
"Right now our thoughts are with the guys who are
leaving," said Morgan. "We'll think about next year when
we get there; we are optimistic and we have great leadership and a great coach."
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Sports Writer Jeff Swiryn is systematically spreading the
seeds of knowledge about his underground garage punk band,
Twelve Inches to Freedom
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